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I.—An examination of the Pali Buddhistical Annals, No. 4. By the

Hon’ble George Turnour, Esq. Ceylon Civil Service.

An Analysis of the Dipawanso.

The design of my last article was to prove, that the chronological

authenticity of the Buddhistical records was intentionally deranged or

destroyed at the period of Sakya’s advent. In entering now upon the

examination of that portion of the Pali annals, which professes to

contain the genealogy of the royal dynasties of India, from the last

regeneration of the world to the manifestation of Gotamo I have to

adduce in my own case another instance, to be added to the many already

on record, of the erroneous and exaggerated estimates, into which

orientalists may be betrayed in their researches, when the}' rely on the

information furnished by Indian pandits, without personally analizing

the authorities, from which that information is alleged to be obtained.

I should, however, be doing the Buddhist priesthood of the present day

in Ceylon very great injustice, if I did not at the same time avow, that

the too favorable expectations in which I have indulged, as to the

continuity, after having fully convinced myself of the chronological

extravagancies, of the Pali genealogical annals anterior to the sixth

century before the birth of Christ, have in no degree been produced by

wilful misrepresentations on their part. It has been already noticed*

by me elsewhere, that the study of the Pali language is confined,

among the natives of Ceylon , almost entirely to the most learned among

the priesthood, and is prosecuted solely for the purpose of acquiring a

higher order of qualification, for their sacerdotal functions, than those

priests possess, who can consult only the vernacular versions of their

* Introduction to the Mah&wanso.
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scriptures. Tlieir attention, therefore, is principally devoted to the

examination of the doctrinal and religious questions contained in their

sacred books ;
and that study is moreover conducted in a spirit of im-

plicit faith and religious reverence, which effectually excludes searching

scrutiny, and is almost equally unfavorable to impartial criticism. The

tone of confidence with which my native coadjutors sought in the

Pitakattayan for the several ‘ resolves’ or ‘ predictions’ of Buddho
which are alluded to in a former paper*, and the frankness of the

surprise they evinced, when they found that none of those * resolves’

were contained in the Pitakattayan, and only some of them in the

Atthakathd, preclude the possibility of my entertaining any suspicion

of wilful deception being practised. Confiding in their account of the

historical merits of Huudhaghosos commentaries, which appeared to

me to be corroborated by the frequency of the reference made in

the Tiled of the Mahdivanso to those Atthakathd, for details not

afforded in the Tika, I had impressed myself with the persuasion, that

the Atthakathd thus referred to were Buddhagiios’s Pali commen-

taries. Great, as may be readily imagined, was our mutual disappoint-

ment, when after a diligent search, persevered in by the priests, with a

zeal proportioned to the interest they took in the inquiry, we were

compelled to admit the conviction that Buddhagh6so in translating

the Sihala (Singhalese) Atthakathd into Pali, did not preserve the

Indian genealogies in a connected and continuous form. He is found

to have extracted only such detached parts of them, as were useful for

the illustration of those passages of the Pitakattayan, on which, in the

course of his compilation, he might be commenting. He himself says

in his Atthakathd on the Dighanikdyo-f, “ for the purpose of illustrat-

ing this commentary, availing myself of the Atthakathd, which was

in the first instance authenticated by the five hundred Arahantd at

the FinsT convocation, as well as subsequently at the succeeding

convocations, and which were thereafter brought (from Mdgadha

)

to Sihala by the sanctified Mahindo, and for the benefit of the inha-

bitants of Sihala were transposed into the Sihala language, from

thence I translated the Sihala version into the delightful (classical)

language, according to the rules of that (the Pali) language, which

is free from all imperfections
;
omitting only the frequent repetition of

the same explanations, hut at the same time, without rejecting

THE TENETS OF THE TIIEROS RESIDENT AT THE MAHAWIHARO (at

Anuradhapura) , who were like unto luminaries to the generation of

* Journal for September, 1837.

f Vide Journal of July, 1837.
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theros and the most accomplished discriminators (of the true doc-

trines).” All, therefore, of these genealogies, excluded from his Attha-

katha, which are now found only in the Tika of the Mahdwanso, or

in the Dipawanso, as well as much more perhaps, illustrative of the

ancient history of India, which the compilers of these two Ceylonese

historical works did not consider worth preserving, Buddhaghoso
must have rejected from his commentaries, to which he gave almost

exclusively the character of a religious work.

My Buddhist coadjutors are consequently now reluctantly brought

to admit, that the Mahdwanso, with its Tika, and Dipawanso are the

only Pali records extant in Ceylon, which profess to contain the Indian

genealogies from the creation to the advent of Sakya
; and that even

those records do not furnish the genealogies in a continuous form.

And, now that my mind is divested of the bias which had been created

by their previous representations, and which led me to attach great

importance to the historical portions of Buddhaghoso’s Atthakatha

I cannot but take blame to myself for having even for a time allowed

that impression to be made on me. Thb author of the Mahawanso*,

in his Tikd, declares more than once that he compiles his work from the

Sthala Mahdioanso and Atthakatha of the Mahawihdro, and from the

Sihala Atthakatha of the Uttarawiha.ro fraternities, as well as from

the Mahdwanso of the Uttarawihdro priests. The last mentioned of

these works alone, as far as I am able to form an opinion at present,

was composed in the Pali language, at the time Maha'xamo compiled

his Mahdwanso. I am induced to entertain this opinion from the

circumstance, that Mahanamo’s quotations from that work alone are in

the metrical form, whereas all the translated quotations made by Pali

authors from Sihala authorities are invariably, as might have been

expected, rendered in prose. One of these quotations consists of the

identical two verses with which the Dipawanso opens, and at the close

of the Tika a reference is made to the Dipawanso for explanation of

the violation of the Mahawihdro consecration, in the reign of Maha-

seno. For these reasons, and as that work bears also the title of the

“ Mahdwanso ” or “ the great genealogy,” my Buddhist coadjutors

concur with me in thinking, that the Dipawanso now extant is the Pall

Mahdwanso of the Uttarawihdro fraternity. In fact the titles of

Dipa and Mahd, are indiscriminately given to both these histories.

To prevent, however, their being confounded with each other, I shall

continue to reserve the title of Mahd for Mahanamo’s work, and that

* Pages xxxi. xxxii. xlii. xliii. of the Introduction to the Mahdwanso.
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of Dipa for the prior compilation, the author of which has not yet been

ascertained.

It has been shown in the introduction to the Mahawanso, that its

author Maha'na'mo compiled his history in the reign of his nephew

Dhatasino the monarch of Ceylon who reigned between A. D. 459 and

477, from the materials above described, a part of which was the ver-

sion of the Atthukatha brought by Mahindo from India in 307

before Christ, and translated by him into the Sihala language. This

fact, coupled with many other circumstances inadvertently disclosed in

the histories of the convocations, go far to prove that the Pitakat-

tayan and Atthakatha were actually reduced to writing from the

commencement of the Buddhistical era, and that the concealment of

their record till the reign of the Ceylonese ruler Wattagamini, be-

tween B. C. 104 and 76, was a part of the esoteric scheme of that

creed, had recourse to in order to keep up the imposture as to the

priesthood being endowed with the gift of inspiration. The cessation

of the concealment of these scriptures at that particular period, though

attributed to the subsidence of the spirit of inspiration, in all probabi-

lity, proceeded from the public disorders* consequent upon the Cholian

invasion, which led to the expulsion of that king and the priesthood

from Anuradhapura by a foreign enemy, and to their fugitive exist-

ence in the wilderness of the island during a period of nearly 15 years.

The Dipawanso from its being quoted by the author of the Maha-

wanso
,
is unquestionably a prior work ; but as its narrative extends to

the reign of Maha'seno in A. D. 302, its priority cannot exceed 150

years. In the Journal of December last, I have mentioned the circum-

stances under which I obtained possession of a Pali copy of the Dipa-

tvanso, in a very imperfect state, written in the Burmese character.

As this work and the Mahdivanso, with its Tika, are the best Pali

records I possess of the Indian genealogies, I shall proceed to make

extracts from such parts of the Dipawanso as may throw light on this

subject ; adding a note in those cases, in which the Tika is either fuller

than, or at variance from, the Dipawanso. I shall not attempt to tabu-

larize these dynasties, as the lists of kings is avowedly and manifestly

incomplete, and as no continuous chronological results could be safely

deduced from any table formed from such mystified data. It will be

observed that the names of even the three rajas, during whose reigns

the three Buddha who preceded Go'tamo were manifested in this kappo,

are omitted in these lists. And yet there are detached notices of those

kings, as well as of other Indian rajas, both in the text and commen-

taries of the Buddhistical scriptures, which are in themselves well

* Vide Muh&uanso ,
Chap. 33.
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worthy of consideration, and to which 1 shall advert in future contri-

butions.

The author of the Dipawnnso has certainly spared no pains in his

endeavours to make the links of the Theraparampara chain complete,

and consistent with chronology. He, however, only gives the succes-

sion of preceptors, w ho w’ere the guardians of the Wineyo section of the

Pitnkattayun
,
commencing with Upali, whose death is placed in the

sixth year of the reign of Udayo ; while the incongruities I have dwelt

upon in the paper No. 2, have reference to Sabhakami, who though a

cotemporary disciple of Buddho, has been represented to have presided

at the second convocation, a century after Sakya’s death; when

he must, from the date of his upasampadd ordination, have been at

least 140 years old. But even this succession of the Wineyan line of

preceptors, the chronological particulars of which are pretended to be

given with so much precision in the following extracts, will not stand

the test of scrutiny by a person conversant with the rules that govern

the Buddhistical church. It is an inviolable law of that code, established

by Buddho himself at an early period of his mission, and adhered to

to this day—to which rule there are only twTo well known exceptions—
that no person, whether a noviciate priest called Sdmanero, or an

ascetic layman, how’ever learned or pious he may be, can be ordained

an upasampadd before he has completed his twentieth year. The two

exceptions alluded to are the instances of Sumano and Sopako who

were ordained upasampadd at seven years of age.

It will be seen that this line of preceptors, extending from the date

of Buddho’s death to the third convocation, a term of 236 years,

is made to consist of five successions. Upa'li the cotemporary of

Buddho, is stated to have been 60 years old in the eighth year of the

reign of Ajatasattu, which is the 16th year A. B. He is represent-

ed to have survived Buddho thirty years, and to have died in the

6th of Udayo’s reign in A. B. 30. It is nothow7ever, mentioned how

many years he had been an upasampadd,
and all these dates work out

therefore without disclosing any discrepancy.

Dasako is represented to be his pupil and immediate successor,

and he is stated to be 45 years old in the 10th of Nagasoko’s reign,

which falls to A. B. 58. He w'as born, therefore, A. B. 13, and his

preceptor Upali died A. B. 30. Supposing his ordination had been

put off to the last year of Upa'li’s life, he could not have been

more than 17, when made an upasampadd. So far from being quali-

fied to be the custos of the Wineyo , he wanted three years of the age

to make him admissable for ordination. But we are further told, that
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he died at the age of 64 in the eighth of Susunago’s reign, which

falls to A. B. 80 : having then been an upasampadd 50 years, he must

necessarily have been ordained at 14 years of age. But there is mani-

festly some trifling error somewhere
;

for, by the latter dates he must

have been born not A. B. 13, but A. B. 16.

So'nako was Da'sako’s successor: he was 40 in the 10th year of

Kalasoko’s reign, which was A. B. 100; he was born therefore

in 60, and he is stated to have died at the age of 66 in the sixth of

the reign of the Nandos, which falls to A. B. 124. He was therefore

only 20 years old when his preceptor died : but it is specifically stated

that he had been a learned upasampadd 44 years when he died
; and

consequently So'nako also could only have been 16 years w’hen ordained.

Siggawo and Chandawo or Chandawajji were the co-disciples

and successors of So'nako. Siggaw'o was 64 years old in the second

of Chandagutto’s* reign A. B. 164, and he died aged 76 in the 14th

of that reign A. B. 176. He was born therefore A. B. 100, and yet

we are told, that it was in this very year, the 10th of the reign of

Ka'laso'ko, they were ordained upasampadd, by So'nako. There is

a manifest error, therefore, in the term of five years assigned for Sig-

gawo’s vpasampadaship. As his ordaining preceptor So'nako died

A. B. 124, he must have been at that time only 24 years old, and at his

owm death an upasampadd of 76 years’ standing,—a term co-equal with

his natural life. In various parts of the Atthakatha, and in the

fifth chapter of the Mahawanso likewise it is stated that they were

“ adult priests" at the time the second convocation was held
; and

indeed it is specifically stated in page 30, that Siggaw'o was 18 years

old when he was first presented to So'nako. The pretended prophecy,

delivered to him and Chandawajji at the close of that convocation,

would consequently be nullified at once, if their birth be not dated

anterior to A. B. 100: manifestly, therefore, these dates also are an

imposition.

Lastly, Moggaliputtatisso was their disciple
;
he was ordained in

the second of Ciiandagutto A. B. 164, and he was 66 in the sixth

of Dhammaso'ko A. B. 220 ; he was born, therefore, in A. B. 154, and

could only have been 14 years old at the death of Siggawo, when he

became the chief of the Wineyo preceptors. He is stated to have died in

the 26th of Dhammaso'ko, A. B. 240, aged 80. This gives A. B. 160

instead of A B. 154 for his birth, being a discrepancy of six years.

* I assign in these remarks 24 years to the reign of Chandagvtto, which will

bring Asoko’s accession to A. B. 214, and his inauguration, four years afterwards,

to A. B. 216.
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On pointing out to my pandits, that, even in this elaborate adjustment

of the succession of preceptors, the number of lives given is found

to be insufficient to fill up a term of 236 years, without bringing the

several preceptors into office before they had attained the prescribed

age, they at once decided, that the author of the Dipawanso has put

forth an erroneous statement, and that the whole ought to be rejected

as unfounded. How the discrepancies are to be rectified they do not

suggest, beyond hazarding a conjecture, that each preceptor, like

Sabhakami, must have lived to a more advanced age; and that each

succeeding preceptor consequently had attained a maturer standing at

the period of his succession.

It is time, however, that I should proceed to extracts from the

Dipawanso.
v The Third Bhdnawaro of the Dipawanso.

“ Omitting the rajas who existed in former kappd, I will in the fullest manner

narrate (the history of) the rajas of the present creation. I shall perspicuously set

forth the regions in which they existed, their name and lineage, the term of their

existence, and the manner in which they governed : whatever that narrative may

he, attend ye thereto.

“ The first individual who was inaugurated a r6ja, the protector of the land, was

named Maha'sammato ;
he was superlatively endowed with personal beauty

;
that

Khattiyo exercised the functions of sovereignty.

“ Ro jo was his son, Wararo'jo, the monarch Kalya'no ; Warakalya'no,
Upo'sATHO/, Manda'to* the seventh in succession, a supreme ruler of the four

dlpdf, endowed with great wealth
; Charo, the raja Upacharo, and Che'tiyo

abounding in riches; Mcchalo; Maha'much alo, Muchalindo, Sa'garo
;

Sa'garade'wo, Bha'rato, Bha'gi'ratho the Khattiyo ; Ruchi', Maha'huchi,

Pata'po, Maha'pata'fo, Panado, Maha'pana'do, the Khattiyo Scdassano,

hi aha'sudassano, and in like manner two of the name of Ne'ru
;
and AchchimaJ,

(were successively the sons of each preceding ruler.) The term of existence of these

twenty-eight rajas was an Asankheyydn ; and the capitals in which these monarchs,

whose existence extended to an Asankheyydn, reigned, were Kusdwdti, Rdjagahan

and Methild.”

(Here follows the rule by which an Asankheyydn is to be computed.)

“ The descendants of Achchima' were one hundred
;
and they ruled supreme in

their capital called Sakuli§. The last of these was the Khattiyo Arindamo
;

* In the Mahdwanso, I have been misled by the plural Mandatd, and reckoned

two kings of that name. I see by the Tiled the name should be in the singular

Manddto. The twenty-eight rajas who lived for an Asankheyy&n include therefore

Maha'sammato.
t Jamhudipo, XJttarukuru

,
Aparugdydnan and Pubbawideho.

f This name also has been erroneously omitted by me in the Mahdwanso.

Achchtmd was there read Pachchima. The Tikd, however, shows that the Dipa-

ivanso is correct.

§ In the Tikd, it is further stated: “The eldest son of Achchima' was the

monarch Wattapa'ra'sa'ni, though his name be not preserved, quitting Mitheld in

the same manner that the Okkdka family quitting Bdrdnasi founded Kapilaioathu in a
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his descendants, fifty-six monarchs in number, reigned supreme in their capital

Ayxtjjhapura.

“ The last of these was Duppasaho, a wealthy monarch ; his descendants were

sixty rulers, who reigned supreme in their capital Barinasi.

“ The last of these was Ajitajano
;
his descendants eighty-four thousand in

number ruled supreme in their capital Kapilanuguran.

“ The last of these was Bhahm adatto, greatly endowed with riches ; his descen-

dants were thirty-six rajas in number, who reigned supreme in their capital

Hatlhipura.

“ The last of these was the raja Kambalawasabho ; his descendants were

thirty-two monarchs, who reigned supreme in their capital Ekachakkhu.

“ The last of these was the illustrious Purin'dade'wo
;

his descendants were

twenty-eight monarchs, who reigned supreme in their capital Wajiripura.

“ The last of these was the raja Sudhano ; his descendants were twenty monarchs

and they reigned supreme iu their capital Madhuri.

“ The la9t of these was the raja Dhammagutto, powerful in his armies ; his

descendants were eighteen monarchs, who reigned supreme iu their capital

Arilthapura.

“ The last of these was the r&ja Naiundasitthi*' ;
his descendants were

seventeen kings, who reigned supreme in their capital Indapattapura.

“The last of these was Brahmede'wo 3 raja; his descendants were sixteen

monarchs, who reigned in their capital Ekachakkhu.
“ The last of these was the monarch Baladatto3

;
his descendants were fourteen

rulers, who reigned supreme in their capital Kdsambinagaran.

“ The last of these was celebrated under the title of Bhaddade’wo4
; his descen-

dants were nine kings, who reigned in their capital Kannakochchhanagaran.

“ The last of these was the celebrated Naradewo; his descendants were seven

monarchs, who reigned supreme in their capital Rijananagaran.
“ The last of these was the raja MaHINDO ; his descendants were twelve kings,

who reigned supreme in their capital Champakunagaran.

“ The last of these was the monarch Na'gade'wo
; his descendants were twenty-

five rulers, who reigned supreme in their celebrated capital Mithila.

“ The last of these was Bcddhadatto3
,
a raja powerful by his armies, his descen-

dants were twenty-five monarchs, who reigned supreme in their capital Rijagahan.
“ The last of these was Dipankaro

; his descendants were twelve rajas, who

reigned supreme in their capital Takkasili.
“ The last of these was the raja Talisakaro, his descendants were twelve rulers,

who reigned supreme in their capital Kusinira.
“ The last of these was the rfija Pcrindo ; his descendants were nine kings, who

reigned supreme in Timaliti.
“ The last of these was the worthy monarch Sa'garade'wo, whose son Makha'-

DE'wof was pre-eminent for his deeds of charity
; his descendants were eighty-four

thousand monarchs, who reigned supreme at Mithili.

subsequent age, established himself at Kasaxcali, raised the Chhata there, and there

his dynasty flourished. His lineal successors in that empire were in number ninety-

nine, the last of whom was Arindam, and they all ruled there under the designa-

tion of the Achchima dynasty.” I should infer from this passage that the capital

called Sakula in the Dipatcanso should be Kusaxcati.
* In the Tiki there are the following variations of appellation from the Dipaicanso :

1 . Brahtnasiwo. 2 . Brahmadatio. 3 . Baladevio. 4 . Hatthidex/co. 5 . Samud-

dhadatto.

t The Tiki observes in reference to the Mahaxcanso, that according to the
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“ The Inst of these wasNE'Mi, a monarch who received offerings from the Ddwdnnd

was a Chakkawutti (powerful sovereign), whose dominions were hounded by the

ocean : the son of Ne'mi was Kala'kajanako* ; his son was Samankuro : and

his son was Aso'ko
; and his descendants were eighty-four thousand rulers who

reigned supreme in their capital Bardnusi.

“ The last of these was the raja Wijayo, a wealthy monarch : his son was Wiji-

TASENo who was endowed with great personal splendor. Dhammase'no, Na'ga.
be'no, Samatho, Disampati, Rainu, Kuso ; Maha'koso, Nawaratho, Dasaratho,

Ra'mo, Bila'ratho, Chittadassi, Atthadassi, Suja'to, OKKA'Kof, Okka'kamukho',

Nipuro, Chandima', Chandamukho, Sirira ja, Sanjayo, the mouarch Wessan-

taro, Jalo, Sihawa'hano and Sihassaro. These were enterprising monarchs,

who upheld the pre-eminence of their dynasty
;
and his (Sihassaro’s) descendants

were eighty-two thousand, who (all) reigned supreme in their capital Kapilawatthu.
“ The last of these was Jayase'no

;
his son was Se'hahanu who was endowed

with great personal splendor. Unto the said Se'hahanu there were five sons.

Those five brothers were Suddho'dano, Dh'oto'dano, Sukko'dano, Ghatito-
Dano and Amitodano. All these rajas were distinguished as OdanoJ. Siddat-
tho, the saviour of the world, was the son of Suddho'dano

;
and after the

birth of his illustrious son Rahulo, finally reliquished (worldly grandeur) for the

purpose of attaining Buddhohood.

“ The whole of these monarchs, who were of great wealth and power, were in

number one lakh, four nahutdni§ and three hundred. Such is the number of

monarchs of the dynasty from which the Biidhisatto (Buddho elect) is sprung.

“ Perishable]! things are most assuredly transitory, it being their predestiny that

after being produced they should perish
;
they, accordingly, being produced, pass

away. To arrest this (eternity of regeneration and destruction, by the attainment

of nibbdnan) is indeed to be blessed.”

The conclusion of the Mah&rdjawunso.

“ The raja Suddho'dano, the son of Se'hahanu was a monarch who reigned

in the city called Kapila ; and the raja Bha'tiyo was then the monarch who
reigned at Rdjagahdn, a city situated in the centre of five^J mountains. These two

rulers of men, Suddho'dano and Bha'tiyo, the descendants (of royal dynasties)

from the commencement of the kappo, were intimately attached to each other.

“ (By Bimbisa'ro the son of Bha'tiyo) these five wishes were conceived in the

eighth year of his age. ‘ Should my royal parent invest me with sovereignty :

Aithahathd Makha'dewo is reckoned among the eighty-five thousand successors of

Sagaradewo
,
whereas that number should be exclusive of him.

* Here also the Tikd notices in reference to the Mahdwanso that the eighty-

five thousand are to be reckoned exclusive of Samankuro and As6ko.

t Vide Mahawunso Introduction, p. xxxv. for the establishment of the Sdkyan

dynasty of Okkdkamukho.

j This word literally signifies “ boiled rice no reason is assigned for adopting

the designation.

§ In this sense a nahutan is 10,000, making therefere 140,300 monarchs. Accord-

ing to the Tikd there were 252,539 rfijas from Maha'sammato to Okkako, the

Ikswaku of the Hindus.

||
This is a passage of the Pitakattaydn as propounded by Sa'kya.

•if The names of these mountains are Isigili, Wibhdro, in which is situated the

Sattapanni cave in which the first convocation was held; Wiputto; Pandawo
and Gejjhakato, the mountain where Buddho dwelt last in the neighbourhood of

Rajugahdn.

6 A
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should a supreme of men (Buddho) be born in my dominions : should a Tatha'gato
select me for the first person to whom he presented himself : should he administer

to me the heavenly dhammo
;
and should I comprehend that supreme dhammo—

these will be blessings vouchsafed to me.’ Such were the five wishes conceived

by Bimbisa'ro.

“ Accordingly, on the demise of his father, he was inaugurated in the fifteenth

year of his age : within his dominions the supreme of the world was born :

Tatha'gato repaired to him as the first person to whom he presented himself
:
pro-

pounded the heavenly dhammo : and the monarch comprehended it.

“ Maha'we'ro was not less than thirty-five years old, and the monarch Bimbi-

sa’ro, was in the thirtieth year of his age. Go'tamo therefore was five years

senior to Bimbisa'ro. That monarch reigned fifty-two years, thirty-seven of

which he passed contemporaneously with Buddho.

“Aja'tasattu (his son) reigned thirty-two years: in the eighth year of his

inauguration, the supreme Buddho attained nibbanan. From the time that the omni-

scient Buddho, the most revered of the world and the supreme of men attained

Buddhohood, this monarch reigned twenty-four years.”

The conclusion of the third Bhdnavca.ro.

Note.—A Bh6nawa.ro ought to contain 250 gatlia. This section is

only equal to 87, and some of the verses are incomplete. I can how-

ever detect no want of continuity in the narrative.

The fourth Bhanawaro commences with an account of the first con-

vocation, which is already described in No. 1, of this analysis. This

chapter then proceeds with a chronological narrative of the history of

India, specifying also the contemporaneous dates of the reigns of the

monarchs of Ceylon, and of the death of those inspired Thera, who are

considered to have constituted the connecting links of the chain called

the Therdparampara or generation of preceptors.

The following are the most important passages of this section :

“ The sixteenth year after the nibbanan of the saviour of the world was the

twenty-fourth of Aja'taSattu, and the sixteenth of Wijayo (the raja of Lanki).

The learned Upa'li was then sixty years old. Da'sako entered into the upasam -

padd order in the fraternity of Upa'li. Whatever may be the extent of the doctrines

of the most revered Buddho which had been promulgated by that vanquisher as the

nine integral portions of his dispensation, the whole thereof Upa'li taught. The

said Upa'li thus taught the same, having learnt, in the most perfect manner, the

whole of the nine portions of his doctrine, which have been auricularlv perpetuated,

from Buddho himself. Buddho has declared of Upa'li in the midst of the congre-

gated priesthood, ‘ Upa'li being the first in the knowledge of vcineyo, is the chief

in my religion.’ He who had thus been selected and approved in the midst of the

assembled priesthood, and who had a numerous fraternity, taught the three Pitako

to a fraternity of a thousand bikkhus, of whom Da'sako was the chief desciple : he

taught them (especially) to Da'sako and to five huudred Third, who had overcome

the dominiou of sin, were of immaculate purity and morals, and versed in the wada

(history of the schisms). The thero Upa'li who had a great fraternity continued

to teach the winiyo for full thirty years afcer the nibbanan of the supreme Buddho.
The said Upa'li taught the whole of the eighty-four thousand component parte

of the doctrines of the divine teacher to the learned Da'sako.
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“ Da'sako having learned the whole of the Pitako in the fraternity of Upa'li,

and held the office of Upajjhuyo (conferer of the sacerdotal ordination of upasam-

j
pad4) propounded the same. The chief of the great fraternity (Upa'li) having

deposited (tapetwana) the whole icineyo in the charge of the learned Da'sako, died.

The monarch Udayo reigned sixteen years. It was in the sixth year of his reign

that the thero Upa'li demised.
“ A certain trader named So nako who had come from the Kiisi country, and was

proud of his high descent, entered the sacerdotal order in the religion of the divine

teacher (Buddho) at the Weluwano* iciharo in the mountain-girt city (Rdjagahan)

.

Da'sako, the chief of the confraternity, sojourned in the mountain-girt city, the

capital of the Magadha nation, thirty-seven years, and initiated S6nako into the

sacerdotal order. The learned Da'sako was forty-five years old, in the tenth year

of the reign of the raja Na gada'so, and twentieth of the reign of the raja Pandu
(of Lanka).

“The thero So'nako became an upasampadd in the fraternity of the thero Da'sako
and the thero Da'sako taught So'nako the nine component parts of the faith

;
and

having learned the same from the preceptor who ordained him, he also taught the

same. The thero Da'sako having invested Sonako thero, who was the senior

pupil in his fraternity, with the office of chief over the wineyo, died in the sixty-

fourth year of his age.

“ At the expiration of ten years and half a month of the reign of the rdja Ka'la'-
boko, the thero named S6nako was forty years old, and he had then been a thero

learned in the doctrines for fourteen years ; and at the period of the expiration of

ten years and six mouths, the thero S<jNako, who was the chief of a great fraternity,

conferred the upasampadd ordination on SiGGAWO and Chandawo.
“ At that period a century had expired from the time that Bhagawa' had attained

nibbandn, and certain (bikkhus) of Wesdli native of Wajji set forth these ten (new)

tenets of descipline.”

Here follows an account of the schism, and of the second convoca-

tion held in consequence, in the tenth year of the reign of Ka'lasoko,

with which the fourth Bhdnawdro concludes, the particulars of which

are given in the paper, No. 2, and in the Mahawanso. The fifth com-

mences with recapitulating the principal particulars of the first and

second convocations and the schisms, and then proceeds

:

“ In the second year of the reign of Chundagutto, when Siggawo was sixty-four

years old, which was the fifty-eighth year of the reign of Panduka'bhayo, the

r&ja (of Lankd) Moggaliputto was ordained an upasampadd in the fraternity of

Siggawo
;
and the said Moggaliputtatisso, having acquired the knowledge of

the wineyo in the fraternity of Chandawajji, was released from the sins insepa-

rable from liability to future regeneration. Both Siggawo and Chandawajji
taught the whole of the Pitako, which embraces both (the wineyo, discipline, and
dhammo, doctrine), to the pre-eminently endowed Moggalipdtto. Siggawo of

profound wisdom died at the age of seventy-six, having constituted the pre-eminently

endowed Moggalipdtto the chief of the wineyo. Chandagutto reigned twenty-

four years. In the fourteenth year of his reign Siggawo died.

“ In the sixth year of the reign of Dhamma'soko, Moggaliputto was sixty-six

years old. Mahindo was then ordained an upasampadd in his fraternity, and
acquired a knowledge of the Pitako.

“ Upa'li attained his seventy-fourth,Da'sako his sixty-fourth,the thero So'nako

* This word signifies the bamboo grove.

6 A 2
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liis sixtv-sixth, Siggawo his seventy- sixth, and MoggaLIPCTTO his eightieth

year. The following are the periods that all of these theros were upasumpodd, of

whom at all times the learned Upa'li was recognized as the first chief, viz. ;

Da'sako was an upasampada fifty, Sonako, forty-four, Siggawo five*, and

Moggaliputto, sixtv-eight years.

“ TJdayo reigued sixteen years, and in the sixth year of Udayo's reign, Upa'li

died.

“ Susana'go, the opulent monarch, reigned ten years, in the eighth year of

Susana'go’s reign, Da'sako died.

“ Atf the demise of Susana'go he had ten brothers, who collectively reigned

twenty-two years, in great celebrity. In the sixth year of their reign S6nako died.

“ Chandagutto reigned twenty-four years, and in the fourteenth year of his

reign Siggawo died.

“ The celebrated Dhamma's6ko the son of Bindasa'ro reigned thirty.seven

years. In the twenty-sixth year of his reign, Moggaliputto died, having caused

religion to be glorified, and having completed the full measure of human existence.

“ The learned Upa'li, the chief of a great fraternity died at the age of seventy-

four, having appointed his learned disciple Da'sako to the office of chief tcineyo.

“ Da'sako, died at the age of sixty-four, having appointed his senior learned

disciple So'nako to the office of chief of the wineyo.

“ So'nako, who was endowed with the six abinni, died at the age of sixty-six,

having appointed his arahat son (disciple) Siggawo to the office of chief of xoineyo.

“ Siggawo who was endowed with the six abinnd, died at the age of seventy-six,

having appointed his son (disciple) Moggaliputto to the office of chief of tcineyo.

«< Moggaliputtatisso died at the age of eighty, having appointed his disciple

Mahindo to the office of chief of wineyo.

The conclusion of the fifth Bhanawiro.

TiyadassanoJ was inaugurated in the two hundred and eighteenth year after

the death of the supreme Bcddho. At the installation of Piyadassano preterna-

tural manifestations took place.”

(For these manifestations I must refer to the 3Iahdwanso.)

“ That royal youth, who was the grandson of Chandagutto and the son of

BlNDUSA'lto was at that time the (karamolino

)

ruler of Vjjeni.

“ In the course of an official circuit he visited Wessanagarun ,- where lived a damsel,

the daughter of a Silthi, who became celebrated under the name of Dewi, By his

connection with her, an illustrious son wns born. (The said son) Mahindo and

(his daughter) Sangamitta' formed the resolution to enter the order of priesthood.

Both these individuals having been thus ordained, overcame subjection to regene-

ration. Asoko was then reigning in the illustrious Palaliputto. In the third year

of his inauguration he became a convert to the religion of the supreme Bcddho.

(If it be asked) what the duration of the term is, from the date of the parinibbanan

of the supreme Bcddho to the date of the birth of Mahindo, who was descended

from the Moriyan dynasty, (the answer is) two hundred and five years. In that

year Mahindo the son of Asoko was born. In Mahindo’s teuth year, his

father put his own brothers to death
; and he past four years iu reducing Jambudipo

to order. Having put to death his hundred brothers, and reduced the dynasty to one

* This is evidently a mistake.

T The reign of Ka'la'soko is omitted, who was the father of the Nandos who are

here designated the brothers of Susana'go.

J Having erroneously written this name “ Piyadasino” in a former paper,

Vol. VI. p. 1056, you have been led to suppose it was the genitive case of Ptyadasi.
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(family), they (the people) inaugurated him in the fourteenth year ofMAHiNDo’9

age. Asuko, who was endowed with great personal superiority and good fortune,

and wa9 destined to rule the world, was inaugurated under miraculous manifesta-

tions. They installed Piyadassano on his completing his twentieth year*.”

The account of the interview with Nigrodho, the expulsion of the

brahman sects, and the construction of the wiharos is then given, to

the close of the sixth Bhdnawaro.

The seventh Bhdnawaro begins with the account of Mahindo and

Sangamitta being admitted into the order of the priesthood, (the

former was at once ordained upasampada , being of the age of

twenty ; but the latter remained a samaneri for two years, being only

eighteen,) in the sixth year of Aso'ko’s inauguration. These particu-

lars will be found in the Mahdwanso.
" As6kadhammo was fifty-four years old at the time of his inauguration, and at

the time of As6kadhammo being inaugurated, Moggaliputtatisso was sixty-

six. Mahindo entered into the order of priesthood in the fraternity of Mogoali-
PUTTATisso. Maha'de'wo performed the ceremony of admission, and Mojjhanto,
the ceremony of the upasampadi ordination. These were the three preceptors who
qualified Mahindo for the priesthood. The said preceptor Mocgaliputtatisso
taught Mahindo, who illuminated (Lanka) dipo, the whole of the Pitako, both as

regards its import and its doctrine. In the tenth year of Mahindo’s (ordination)

having acquired a perfect knowledge of the whole creed, he became the head of

a fraternity, and (pachartyo) a subpreceptor (under Moggali). The said Mahindo,
having thus acquired a knowledge of the perfectly profound and well arranged

( Pitakattaydn),
containing the two doctrinal portions (the wineyo and the

abhidhammo) and the suttako (the parables) as well as the history of the schisms of

the preceptors, became a perpetuater of the same. Moggaliputtatisso thus per-

fected Mahindo the son of As6ko, in the knowledge of the three wejja and the four

patisambhida, and (thereby) Moggaliputtatisso permanently established in his

disciple Mahindo, the whole of the Pitakattaydn which had been thus handed down
to him.

“ NlGitdDHO was admitted into the priesthood in the third year of As6 ko’3 reign,

his brother (Tisso) in the fourth, and in the sixth his son Mahindo. Tisso and
Sumittako, the two theros who were descended from the Kunti, and were endowed

with supernatural powers, died in the eighth year of the reign of Asuko. From
these two princeshaving entered the order of priesthood, and from (the manner in

which) these two theros died, multitudes of the khattiya and brahman castes pro-

claimed themselves to be devotees in this creed, and great benefits and honors

resulted to the religion of the vanquisher ;
and the heretics, who had been influential

schismatics, lost all their ascendancy. The pdndarangi, thejalild, niganthd, chetakd

and other sects for seven years continued, however, to perform the upusatha in

separate fraternities. The sanctified, pious, and virtuous ministers (of Buddho)
would not attend those uposatha meetings. At this conjuncture, it was the two

hundred and thirty-sixth year (of the Buddhistical era).”

The Dipawanso then gives the account of the third convocation

and of the dispersion of the missionaries for the promulgation of Bud-

* This is evidently a clerical error, his son Mahindo being then fourteen years

old. It was subsequently mentioned that Asdkodhammo was forty- five years old at

his inauguration.
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dhisra through the adjacent kingdoms of Asia, viz. Gandharo, Mahiso,

Aparantako, Mahardtthdn, Yono, Hiwawanto, Suwannabhumi and

Lankadipo.

The ninth Bhdnawdro commences with the history of Ceylon
, and

it is singular that the origin of the Sihala race is here divested of the

fabulous character given to it in the Mahawanso to the extent formerly

suggested by me. If the popular legend of the lion (siho) had not

been previously known, the account in the Dipawanso would have

been rendered, by any unprejudiced translator, into English without

naming the fabulous monster, literally thus :

“ This island Lanka acquired the name of Sihala from Siho*. Listen to this narra-

tive of mine, being the account of the origin of this island and this dynasty. The

daughter of a king of Wango, having formed a connection with a certain Siho, who

found his livelihood in a wilderness, gave birth to two children. These two children

named Si'haba ;hu and Se'wali were of prepossessing appearance. The mother

was named Susima', and the father was called Siho, and at the termination of

sixteen years, secretly quitting that wilderness, he (Si'haba'hu) founded a city,

to which capital he gave the name of Sihapura. In that Lala kingdom, the son

of Si'ho becoming a powerful monarch, reigned supreme in bis capital Sihapura.”

This Bhdnawdro proceeds with the account of Wij a yo landing in

Ceylon ,
and the establishment of his dynasty, omitting however, entirely,

Wijavo’s marriage with Kuwe'ni, and narrates the reigns of the ensu-

ing kings to De'wananpiyatisso, assigning to them reigns of the same

duration, as that given to them in the Mahawanso. We then find the

synchronisms in the chronologies of India and Ceylon ,
which are quot-

ed in the introduction to the Mahdwanso from the Atthakatha in the

Wineyo.

I do not notice any matter in the Dipawanso, not found in the

Muhdivanso, till I come to the eighteenth Bhdnawdro. The theripa-

rampard, or succession of preceptresses is there given, taken from the

Atthakatha on the Wineyo in the following words :

“ She who was renowned under the appellation of Pajapati, and was of the

Gotamo family, endowed with six abinnd and with supernatural gifts, the younger

sister, born of the same mother, of Maha'ma'ya' (the mother of Buddho) : and

who, with the same affection as Ma ya herself nourished Bhagawa' at her breast,

was established in the highest office (among priestesses).

* “ Pachchantan,” 1 have translated, “foreign” in the Mahawanso, as the word

is compounded of “pufi” and “ antan. 11 It would be better rendered as situated

on the confines.’’

Wanawdsi is here omitted, probably by an error of transcription.

This passage is important Mdtacha Susimdnama, pitdeha Sihasair.hayo. If “ Siho”

was intended for a “lion,” “ Saichayo” which signifies “named” or “ called"

would not be used.
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“ The following are the priestesses who (in succession) acquired a perfect know-
ledge of the wineyo, viz. : Khe'ma' Uppalawanna', two of each name, and PaTa'-

cha'ri, Dhammadinna', Sobhita', Isida'9ika', Wisa'kha', As6ka', Sapala',

Sanguada'si, gifted with wisdom, Nanda' and Dhammapa'la', celebrated for

her knowledge of Wineyo.

“ The theri Sanghamitta', Uttara', who was gifted with wisdom, H e'mapa's a,

Dassala', Aggamitta', Dasika', Pheggupabbata', Matta', Salala', Dhamma-
Da'Siya—these juvenile priestesses came hither from Jambudipo, and propounded the

Winayapituko in the capital designated Anuradhapura—they propounded not only the

five divisions of the wineyo, hut also the seven Pakaranani.

“ The females who were ordained upasampadd by them in this island were S6ma,

devoted to Dhammo, Goridi'pi', Dhammada'siyi, Dhammapa'la' versed in the

wineyo, Mahila conversantinthe ihufaw&dd

,

So’bhana, Dhammata, Passanaga-

missa', also versed in the wineyo, and Sa'ta ka'li profound in the theri contro-

versy, and Uttara'.
“ Under the instructions of A'bhayo* celebrated for his illustrious descent, the

aforesaid priestesses as well as SuMANA'f renowned for the doctrinal knowledge

among her sisterhood, a maintainer of the Dhutanga, a vanquisher of the passions,

of great purity of mind, devoted to dhammo and wineyo, and Uttara' endowed with

wisdom, together with their thirty thousand priestesses, were the first priestesses

who propounded at Anuradhapura, the wineyo, the five Nikaye (of the SuttapUako)

and the Suttapakarand of the Abhidhammo.

“ Maha'ia equally illustrious for her knowledge of the dhammo and for her

piety, was the daughter of the monarch Ka'kawanno Girika'li, profoundly versed

by rote, was the daughter of his Poordhito (the almoner of Ka'kawanno') ;

Ka'lada'si and Sabbapa'pika' were the daughters of Gutto. These priestesses,

who always maintained the orthodox texts, and of perfect purity of mind, were

versed in the dhammo and wineyo, and having returned from the Rbliana division

maintained by the illustrious ruler of men AbhayoJ, propounded the Wineyo,

at Anuradhapura."

The remainder of this passage is so confused as not to admit of a

continuous translation.

In the twentieth Bhdnaivdro is specified the reducing the scriptures

to record, in precisely the same two verses as in the Mahdwanso ; and

in the twenty-second it is mentioned that Wasabho the raja of Ceylon
(

between A. D. 66 and 110, brought water into the town of Anurd

-

dhapura through a tunnel “ ummaggo," and with this Bhdnaivdro,

the Dipawanso terminates at the close of the reign of Maha'se'no.

* Abhayo, the brother of De'wananpiyatisso.

f Vide Index of the Mahdwanso for this name.

+ Vide Index for Gdmini Abhayo, the name of Dutthaoa'mini before he

recovered the kingdom.
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II .—Report on the Copper mines of Kumaon . Bp Capt. H. Drum-
mond, 3rd, B. L. C.

Many of our readers will be aware, that Capt. Drummond of the

3rd Light Cavalry, brought with him to this country when he returned

about two years ago from furlough, a practical miner from Cornwall,

and that, upon his application, the sanction of Government was given

to the employment of this person, under Capt Drummond’s superin-

tendence, in the examination of the capabilities of the mines of copper

in Kumaon , with a view to the introduction eventually of a better

method of working them. These mines were reported upon at length

by Capt. Herbert ten years ago, but as the observations of a prac-

tical workman upon their present condition, and upon the methods of

extracting the ore which are in use, cannot be without interest, the

Government has permitted the following report by Capt. Drummond
of his proceedings to be printed in these pages.

Mines of copper in the eastern districts ofKumaon .

Of the mines of copper situated in the eastern division of this pro.

vince only two are now worked, one at Rye in the pergunnah of Gun-

gowly, the other at Sheera in Barrabeesy
,
the rest, namely, Belar,

Shore, Goorung, and Chincacolee, have all fallen in, and been abandoned,

and are consequently inaccessible at the present moment.

The mines of Rye and of Sheera have been worked nearly to the

extent available, that is to say, available so far as native mining (or

rather burrowing) can accomplish ; not that the resources of these mines

are by any means exhausted, but only that part, which being near the

surface, can be obtained without the aid of skill and capital.

From the length of time that these mines have been worked, the

appearance of the ground about them could not be expected to be very

different from the condition in which it was found, but their poor state

at present is no argument, why they should not become very profitable

when prosecuted to a greater depth.

In other countries it seldom happens, I believe, that mines of copper

are found to be productive near the surface, and in Cornwall few of

them ever yield a return till a considerable depth underneath is

reached, as much as 30 or 40 fathoms. And the greater part of this

distance consists generally of little else than the mere ferruginous

substance, termed gossan, which covers the ore, whilst scarcely any of

the latter can be discerned. By analogy therefore the same may be

expected here, and this is so far confirmed by the native miners, as

•well as by the present and former lessees of the mines, who assert
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that the quantity of ore increases considerably in the downward direc-

tion. In no instance have I yet learned of a mine having been given

up on account of deficiency of copper ore : all concur in the belief

that there is no want of ore, but a great want of the means for extract-

ing it.

Bye mine—Pergunah of Gungowlee.

This mine is opened on the eastern side of a hill of moderate eleva-

tion. The rock formation is composed of dolomite and talc. The

dolomite* occurs compact, slaty and crystalline, and might frequently

be mistaken for common primary limestone, but its feeble effervescence

in acids readily distinguishes it as a magnesian carbonate of lime. The

talc occurs in beds, both indurated and slaty (the soapy killas of Corn-,

wall) ; and it is in these beds that the ores of copper are found in nume-

rous strings, having every appearance of being leaders, as they are

called, to solid ore, and maintaining a distinct course, which I shall

accordingly denominate lode, agreeably to the term used in mining.

The strike, or direction, of the strata, is nearly W. N. W. and

E. S. E. dipping at an angle of about 45° to the N. N. E.

The present entrance is by an adit or passage, which serves as a

drain. The adit is driven on the course of one of these lodes, which

continues west about 10 fathoms, when it falls in with another lode,

that alters its direction to 15°, and afterwards to 30° north, inclining

nearly 50° to the east of north. At the time I penetrated to the working

part of the mine, it was then about 58 fathoms from the entrance. The

lode had been taken away from underneath, as deep as the miners could

manage to excavate, and its place filled up with rubbish. Above also

they had taken it away as high as it was found to be productive ; and,

when I saw them at work, they were then extending their operations in

the same westerly direction, the lode being about two feet wide, and

containing good yellow copper ore, but with a large proportion of its

talcous matrix, 20 per cent, only being metalliferous.

The passage varies from two to four feet in height, and from two to

two and a half in width
; the superincumbent hard dolomitic rock not

allowing the labourers to make it higher, without having recourse to

blasting, with which they are totally unacquainted. A short distance

above the entrance is an old adit, which has been carried on the course

of the same lode, and is now kept open for the purpose of ventilation.

* Dolomite is not a rock producing copper in England, but it is known in other

countries to contain ores of this metal and of iron. The rich mines of Cuba are said

to be in it.
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The yellow sulphuret of copper, or copper pyrites, in its perfectly

pure state yields about 30 per cent, of metallic copper
; and though not a

rich ore, is the most important of any from its abundance, and from being

generally more to be depended on for continuance than the richer

varieties*. In England, more copper is obtained from it than from all the

other ores together ; and, should this mine be prosecuted to a greater

depth, I have no doubt, that the strings of ore above mentioned, will

be found to lead eventually to solid ore, when data as to the actual

capabilities of the mine may with certainty be obtained.

In the event of an experimental mine being established here, a new

adit, 80 fathoms in length, will require to be brought in lower down

the hill, so as to reach the present mine 10 fathoms below the entrance,

and drain the whole of it, along with a considerable quantity of new

ground, which the natives report to be very rich, but say they cannot

work it on account of the accumulation of water.

About a couple of hundred yards to the north, and in the same hill,

is another deposit of copper. This is laid open to the surface during

the rainy season, and allowed to fall together again, as soon as the

water, employed by the natives to carry off the talcous mud from the ore

ceases to be plentiful. An awkward attempt had been made by the

present teekadar (lessee of the mine), to mine this with timber, but

without success ;
and it was at the time I visited the spot abandoned,

and the works lying full of water. To have an effective mine here, it

will be necessary to sink a perpendicular shaft of 12 fathoms, and to

bring in an adit about 50 fathoms in length, so as to come under the

works above described about eight fathoms, and lay open a space of

ground, also believed to contain a considerable quantity of ore.

Sheera mine—t’ergunah ofBarrabeery.

The mine of Sheera is situated on the northern side of a hill, some-

what higher than the one at Rye, and is entered by an adit, which is

driven south in the course of an evidently non-metallic vein, (no traces

of copper being found in it :) and this the natives must have made use of,

to assist them in penetrating the dolomite rock, which, with beds of talc,

constitutes here likewise the formation where in the ores of copper are

discovered. Nearly 33 fathoms from the entrance, the adit strikes

a copper lode, on which a level passage is driven, that continues west-

ward, its course being about 10° south of west, and dip northerly from

45 to 50°. Scarcely any thing could be seen of this lode, which has

been all taken away, and its place supplied with timber, until I arrived

at the end of the level, (18 fathoms in length,) where it seems to inter-

* Extensive beds of copper pyrites occur in the mining districts of Sweden.
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sect another lode, running in a northwest and southeasterly direction,

which is poor at this particular locality. The former lode resembles the

ore at Rye, but the ore is harder and more contaminated with iron

pyrites.

The adit is also continued south from the strike of this lode a few feet,

when it enters a confused mass of timbering and stones, having the

appearance as if ore had been excavated in every direction
; it then runs

15° west of south, and is about 10 fathoms in length. At the end of

this passage, a pit is sunk (said to be 35 feet deep) on a lode

running 5° north of west. When I penetrated to the spot, it was half

full of water, which six men were constantly employed in lifting up

in small buckets, to prevent the flooding of the working part of the

mine, with which there is a communication, as is evident from the

currents of water and air that come from that quarter.

The teekadar reports the lode at the bottom of the pit to be very

rich, but complains of deficiency of hands to work it. Should the passage

of the mine be enlarged, men of a different caste from the miners might

be employed to draw off the water, and the whole of the miners set to

work at the ores. There is no want of ventilation, as the air is constant-

ly circulating from the works to the pit, and from thence to the strike

of the first lode, not far from which are two holes brought down from

an old adit, formerly the drainage of the mine. The appearance of this

mine warrants the repairing and enlarging of the adit, which is the first

thing to be done : more satisfactory data will then be obtained as to the

character and number of the lodes, than can be hoped for in its present

wretched state ; the bringing in of a new adit may then be taken into

consideration.

I shall now offer a few practical observations by my mining assistant,

contrasting the modes of working here with what he has been accustomed

to witness in Cornwall.

1. “ The mode of excavation.—This is performed with a very indif-

ferent kind of pick-axe ; the handle being made of a piece of wood with a

knob at one end, into which a piece of hard iron is thrust and sharpened

at the point. This, with a miserable iron hammer, wedge and crowbar,

constitutes all the apparatus that the native miner has to depend upon.

It is plain that wdth such tools no hard rocks can be penetrated,

nor can the softer ones be worked with much facility ; and to this fact

may be attributed the universal smallness of the passages throughout the

mines ; as the native miner can have his passage no larger, than the

rock which encloses the ore and its matrix will admit of.

“ I would therefore suggest that proper pickaxes and steel gads

6 b 2
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(wedges) be substituted instead of the inefficient tools in use, and when

blasting may be required the necessary materials should be provided.

On the other hand, where timber may be requisite, sawn wood should

be used to render the passages permanent and secure, in place of the

branches of trees now employed for that purpose
;
and I judge from

experience, that a man accustomed to work under these improved cir-

cumstances will excavate and extend a large and commodious passage

in a less time by one-third, than that occupied for the same distance

in excavating the miserable holes under the native mode of working.

2. “ The conveying the ores and refuse from the mine.—This is

performed by boys, who pick up the stuff with their hands, and put it

into skins, which they drag along the floor to the entrance of the mine.

In place of this method, wheel-barrows and shovels should be used,

when the passages are enlarged
;
and a boy might then easily discharge

four times as much as he can at present.

3. “ The pulverizing of the ores.—This is performed by women :

a large hard stone being placed on the ground on which they lay the

ores ;
they then either with a stone, or hammer, more frequently the

former, proceed to pulverize them and to pick out the impurities : in

this manner a woman may manage from one to two maunds per dav,

according to the hardness of the ores. In Cornwall, a woman will pul-

verize from 10 to 15 hundredweight per day, according, as in the

former case, to the nature of the ores. The method in practice there

is, first to dispense with the picking :—secondly, to have the ores

elevated, so as to enable the individual to stand while working, and

to have a plate of iron about a foot square and twTo inches thick on

which the ores are broken with a broad flat hammer : the impurities are

then finally separated by a peculiar mode of dressing the ores with a

sieve, by which a boy gets through with from one and a half to two

tons per day. The ores are conveyed to the women, and from them to

the boys by a man who attends for that purpose.

4. “ The washing and cleansing of the poorer ores from slime and

other impurities.—This also is performed by women, who carry the

stuff from the entrance of the mine to a stream in baskets, where they

contrive, by dabbling with their hands, to wash off the mud and finer

particles of earth. They then proceed to pick out all the pieces of ore

they can get hold of
; or in the case of what may be submitted to the

water in a comminuted state, they work this against the stream, so as

to gather it clean at the head of a small pit by handfulls ; but, from the

bad construction of the pits, it is with difficulty that this is performed.

After picking up any larger pieces of ore, which may have gone back
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with the stream, they scoop out the refuse with their hands, and then

proceed with another charge. In Cornwall, one woman provided with a

wheel-barrow and shovel for the conveying and washing of the ores,

and a boy with a sieve for dressing them, as formerly mentioned, would

accomplish an equal task to that of ten women on the system described.

5. “ The drainage of the mine.—In the first place, this is managed

in a proper manner by an adit. But whenever any attempt is made to

go below it, as is the case in most, if not all the mines, the water is then

raised in wooden buckets handed from one man to another, until they

reach the adit into which they are emptied. In this manner six,

ten or even more men may be employed, whilst only an inferior num-

ber can be spared for excavating the ores. At the Sheera mine, for

instance, six men are constantly engaged in lifting up the water, and

there are only two at the ores : the water raised by these six men, could

be effected with a hand-pump by one man : but, in order to keep the

pump constantly going, two men might be required, and the remaining

four added to the number of those who are excavating.

Lastly.—“ To obtain sawn wood for rendering the passages perma-

nent and secure, the art of sawing, which is entirely unknown to the

people here, ought to be introduced.”

—

The foregoing remarks having reference simply to the rude and

inefficient mode of work nowr actually in practice in this province, the

rectifying of them will form the first stage of improvement. No

allusion has hitherto been made, to the vast results from machinery,

which in England may be witnessed in almost every mine
; nor have

the important processes of reducing the ore to the metallic state, been

yet adverted to, though these are on a parallel wdth what has been

said on the subject of extraction*. However, from the statements

which have been made, it may be seen, that notwithstanding the

mountaineer receives but a very slight remuneration for his labor,

yet considering the extravagant manner in which that labor is ex-

pended, an exorbitant rate is paid for the really serviceable work

performed. Thus it is not so much the grinding avarice of the

teekadar, that oppresses the miner, as the system upon which he

works, that cannot admit of his being much better paid. To relieve

this class of people, therefore, and raise their condition, it is much to be

desired, that a new management should be adopted ; while, on the other

hand, were the mines equal to the very best in Cornwall, no great pro-

fit could ever accrue from them, worked as they are at present.

* The charcoal smelting furnaces of Sweden appear to me to be the best

suited for these mountains.
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The almost inaccessible state of these mines, and the great difficulty of

making any observations at all in such places, as well as the interruption

alluded to heretofore, namely, the illness of my assistant whom I

was obliged to bring back to cantonments in a very precarious state of

health, have prevented me from making this report so full as I should

have wished. It appeared to me desirable to take, in the first instance,

merely a rapid glance at the whole of the copper mines throughout the

province, before the setting in of the rains, (when they become inac-

cessible,) with the view of determining the most eligible locality for

bringing the question of their productiveness to the test of experiment.

The mines of the western purgunahs, which, by all accounts, are the

richest, I have not yet had an opportunity of examining ; but though my
plans have been frustrated in that respect, I can nevertheless recom-

mend a trial of one of those I have already visited ; to wit, the Rye

mine. It is unfavorably situated for a new adit ; but from the appear-

ance of the ground, and the probability of cutting new lodes underneath

by traverses from the one now worked, the superior quality of the ore,

together with what information I have been able to gather from the

natives, as to the character of the lode at a greater depth, I consider it

in every wTay the best suited for an experiment, an estimate of the pro'

bable expense of which is herewith annexed*. Should the government

deem it expedient to authorize the work being commenced, my mining

assistant, Mr. Wilkin, is fully competent to carry on the detail; and

Lieut. Glasford, executive engineer of Kumaon, has offered his

services to superintend, as far as his other duties in the province will

permit, and to further the undertaking by every means in his power.

I shall now conclude with a summary of the different points of

inquiry, upon which I should wish to ground my next report of the

mines of copper in this province.

Some account of the rocks, considered in an economical point of

view.

The ores seem to be of the usual varieties, and need merely to be speci-

fied. Assays from selected specimens hardly give a correct estimate of

producef

.

The important thing to be noticed is, the quantity that may be ob-

tained. This will depend principally on the width of the lodes, and

* It is estimated by Capt. D., that the cost of the proposed new adit at Rye

will be above 2400 rupees.

t The working ore I have hitherto seen has been copper pyrites, grey copper

ore, and the green carbonate I have met with, but in too inconsiderable quantity

to deserve notice.
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how far that width is occupied by solid ore, or how much it is intermix-

ed with spar, talc and other matters*. Also, on the continuity of

branches of ore to a reasonable extent, or, on the other hand, on their

being short and occurring at considerable intervals.

Again, the character of the lodes will have to be described,—whether

beds conforming with the stratification of the country, or veins travers-

ing the same.—Whether numerous, parallel to each other, or crossing.

—What their direction usually is by the compass.—Whether vertical,

or at what angle they deviate from being vertical.—Whether they are

rich at particular places, as where veins intersect each other.—What

is the character of the mineral matter, filling the lode where ore is de-

ficient.—Whether this character is different, when near the surface, or

when observed at greater depths.—What proportion of the lode appears

to be metalliferous, and what barren.

Facilitiesfor working.

Many considerations come under this head— character and habits

of the natives—rate of payment for labor—state of roads and means

of transport—supply of timber and other articles required—means of

drainage, such as levels for obtaining adits—falls of water for machi-

nery—streams whether constant and sufficient. As no mining opera-

tions upon an extended scale can be carried on without a command of

cheap and good iron, I shall next advert to the mines and manufacture

of this metal, and point out the peculiar advantages possessed by these

mountains, over other parts of India, for improvements in that valuable

branch of the natural resources of the country.

September, 1838.

III.— Observations on six new species of Cyprinidee, with an outline

of a new classification of the family. By J. McClelland, Esq.,

Bengal Medical Establishment.

It is almost unnecessary to refer to the following passage which

is inserted under the head of European correspondence, page 1 10,

volume I. of this Journal, but it is so apposite to my subject that I

must be excused for quoting it as it stands. “ I spent some time in

Paris this summer and saw a good deal of M. Cuvier. I used the

freedom of mentioning your name to him and your desire of taking

* In the western pergunahs, Captain Herbert, in his geological report

particularises grey, purple, and vitrious copper ore.
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advantage of your position to forward the interests of science. I asked

him if there was any particular object in natural history which I might

suggest to you as a desideratum which could be supplied from India.

He immediately replied emphatically ‘ ah certainement, les poissons

d’eau douce ;’ he added that some gentleman in Calcutta had already

sent him a good many of those of the lower rivers and parts of the

country, but that they had no account of those of the higher parts.”

Buchanan states, that while engaged in the provinces remote from

the sea he met with few species he had not before seen, but previous to

his departure for Europe, on returning to the vicinity of the large

estuaries he daily met with unknown species. In the large rivers above

the influence of the tides he therefore supposed that not more than one

species in five escaped his attention, while of those of the estuaries he

had not described above one half. These last have recently engaged

the attention of Dr. Cantor, who during the season of 1836-7 accom-

panied the surveying expedition under Capt. Lloyd as medical officer,

while I have been engaged in the former since my journey to Assam
in 1835.

The results prove the accuracy of Buchanan’s remarks, for while

most of those obtained by Dr. Cantor in the Sunderbuns have

proved to be new, not more than one in five of the fresh wrater species

inhabiting the large rivers in the interior, escaped the observation of

Buchanan; but when we trace those rivers upwards from the com-

mencement of the rapids into the mountains, the number of unknown

forms augments in proportion to those that have been described, so that

we may reverse the ratio given by Buchanan, and consider not more

than one in five as having hitherto been made known, thus correspond-

ing with Cuvier’s notion ‘ that we have no accounts of those of higher

parts.’ Still, if Cuvier had been acquainted with the extent of Bu-

chanan's labours on the subject, he would have seen that the whole of

that author’s Garrce are Alpine forms. This peculiar group which I

have incorporated with the genus Gonorhynchus is fully described in the

Gangetic fishes, but the drawings having been retained with the author’s

extensive collections of papers in every department of natural history

at the library of the botanic garden, no figures of them were given

to the public by Buchanan, and unfortunately Cuvier and other

icthyologists only adopted such of his species as were figured in the

work referred to.

CYPRINIDrE.
One dorsal fin, stomach without caecal appendages, branchial mem-

brane with few rays.
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I. Sub-farn. PiEONOMliE, J. M.

Herbivorous.

Mouth slightly cleft, either horizontal or directed downwards ; the

stomach is a lengthened tube continuous with a long intestinal canal

;

colours plain, branchial rays three.

1. Gen. Cirrhinus. Lower jaw composed of two short limbs loosely

attached in front where, instead of a prominent apex there is a depres-

sion
; no spinous rays in the dorsal, lips soft, fleshy, and furnished with

cirri.

Sub-gen. Labeo, Cuv. Cirri small or wanting.

2. Gen. Barbus. Lower jaw composed of two lengthened limbs

united in front, so as to form a smooth narrow apex. Dorsal fin pre-

ceded by a strong bony spine, lips hard, four cirri, intermaxillaries

protractile.

Sub-gen. Oreinus, J. M. Mouth vertical, lower jaw shorter than

the upper, snout muscular and projecting, suborbitar plates concealed.

3. Gen. Cyprinus prop. Body elevated, lower jaw short and round-

ed in front, lips hard, thick, and without cirri
;
dorsal long.

4. Gen. Gobio. Dorsal placed over the ventrals and like the anal

short, and without spines. Lower jaw shorter than the upper, and either

round or square in front
;

lips thin and hard,

5. Gen. Gonorhynchus. Mouth situated under the head which is

long and covered with thick integuments. Body long and sub-cylindri-

cal, snout often perforated by numerous mucous pores. Dorsal and

anal short, opposite, and without spines.

II. Sub-fam. SARCOBORINiE, J. M.

Carnivorous.

Mouth directed upwards, widely cleft and horizontal, with a bony pro-

minence more or less distinct on the symphysis of the lower jaw,

serving as a prehensile tooth. Colors bright, disposed in spots and

streaks, or displaying a uniformly bright lustre. The stomach is a

lengthened sack ending in a short abdominal canal. Branchial rays

three.

1. Gen. Systomus, J. M. Intermaxillaries protractile; dorsal and

anal short, the former opposite to the ventrals. Body elevated and

marked by two or more distinct dark spots. Diffuse bright spots either

on the fins or opercula, prominence on the jaw obscure
;
scales large.

2. Gen. Abramis? Cuv. Body short and elevated, a short dorsal

is placed opposite to the ventrals, anal long. Intestine of the only

Indian species short as the body.

3. Gen. Perilampus, J. M. Head small, obliquely elevated above

6 c
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the axis of the body. Dorsal opposite the anal which is the longer fin ;

apices of the jaws raised to a line with the dorsum which is straight,

while the body below is much arched. Sides often streaked with bright

colors, particularly blue, abdominal tube small, and little longer than

the body.

4. Gen. Leuciscus. Dorsal small, opposite the ventrals, mouth and

head horizontal and placed in the axis of the body, scales and opercula

covered with a silvery pigment.

5. Gen. Opsarius, J. M. Mouth widely cleft ; body slender and

usually marked with transverse green bars or spots. Dorsal small,

without spines and placed behind the middle ; anal long. Intestinal

canal very short and extending straight from the stomach to the vent.

III. Sub-fam. APALOPTERINiE, J. M.
Body elongated ; sub-cylindric, and enveloped in mucous

; all the

fin rays soft ; intestines short. Branchial rays vary from two to six.

1. Gen. P-ecilian.®, Schn.

Sub-gen. Aploclieilns, J. M. Head flat, with the eyes placed on its

edges, and the mouth broad and directed upwards, with a single row of

minute teeth placed along the edges of the jaws ; caudal entire.

2. Gen. Platycara, J. M. Head flat, with the eyes placed on its

upper surface, fins thick and opaque. Pectorals large, anal small, caudal

bifid, mouth without teeth and directed downwards. Stomach and in-

testine form a continuous fleshy tube little longer than the body.

3. Gen. Psilorhynchus, J. M. Muzzle elongated and flattened,

eyes placed far back on the edges of the head, mouth small and suctorial,

without cirri, opercula small, caudal bifid, dorsal opposite to the

ventrals.

Cobitis, Linn.

Head and body elongated and little compressed or elevated, the

snout is long, directed obliquely downwards, and projecting slightly in

front of the mouth, which is surrounded with short muscular filaments.

4. Gen. Cobitis propria
,

J. M. Caudal entire, large, and orna-

mented with bars or spots
;

prevailing colour various shades of brown

disposed in more or less dense nebulae.

5. Gen. Schistura, J. M. Caudal bilobate, prevailing colors green,

usually disposed in zones and cross-bars.

It would be unnecessary here to offer any remark on the foregoing

outline of the arrangement to w'liich I have resorted in this family, with

the view of introducing our Indian species to such groups as might liar,

monise with those of the Regne animal. Tiiis task however easy it

may seem was one that could only be attempted after long study in
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India, since Cuvier himself in referring such of Buchanan's species as

are figured in the Gangetic fishes to his groups, generally misplaces

them even according to his own principles, for want of sufficient infor-

mation regarding their forms, to say nothing of habits and structure

;

and there can be no doubt that if Cuvier had been possessed of suffi-

cient knowledge of our Indian species he would have subdivided the

family and characterised its groups nearly as I have done.

In collecting materials I have hitherto been chiefly indebted to

Mr. Griffith. I have now however to acknowledge my obliga-

tion to Dr. MacLoed, Inspector General of H. M. hospitals, whose

collection consists of six different kinds caught promiscuously in the

streams at Simla, and these form as many species not before known,

thus promising an unprecedented accession of undescribed forms in this

quarter, as well as along the whole line of the Himalaya, when a

more diligent search has been made for them : and it is this circum-

stance that induces me to publish these species at once, rather

than keep them back for the more copious details of the family now in

course of publication. To those who are desirous of contributing to this

interesting branch of natural history, which has been hitherto so much

neglected, or I should rather say, suppressed in India, I may remark

that specimens are always more satisfactory than drawings, however

carefully executed ;
that larger fishes may be skinned and prepared

with arsenical soap as easily if not more so than any other animals^

and that the smaller kinds, provided not more than half a dozen be put

in a quart bottle of good bazar spirits, will keep during a journey in the

cold season from the most distant parts of India. Should specimens

exceed the size of the finger, their skins may be thrown into spirits in

which state the chance of their arriving safe will be more secure
;
notes

regarding their habits and the parts removed will render such speci-

mens of still higher value.

Fam. CYPRINIDiE, Cuv.

Sub-fam P./EONOMINEE, J. M. Gen. Barbus.

Species, Barbus Chielynoides*

,

J. M. PI. LYI. f. 2. As. Res. XIX.

PI. LVII. f. 5.

Length of the head to that of the body as one to two and a half,

intermaxillaries protractile, lips round, smooth, and thick with four cirri.

Branchial rays large, and ascend behind as high as the base of the

pectorals ; the suborbitar bones are concealed beneath thick integu-

ments. The body contracts suddenly in depth under the base of the

dorsal and over that of the anal fin, 33 scales in length along the lateral

* From XehvyoiBijr, that has thick lips.
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line, each marked with a black spot at the apex, and nine in an oblique

row from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. The fin rays are D.

10, the three first spinous, united and smooth, P. 16 small, V. 9 larger

than the rays of the pectorals, A. 7, C. 18.

The stomach and intestine form a small continuous canal equal to

about thrice the length of the body.

Habitat, mountain streams at Simlaf.

The blunt form of the head and general sculpture of the body, the

size and markings of the scales afford a resemblance to Cyp. chedrct,

Buch. (Leucis-brachialus.)

Sub-gen. OREINUS*, J. M.

The following species of this sub-genus which Dr. MacLoed
obtained at Simla, corresponds in its general characters with Barbus
guttatus, J. M. As. Res. XIX. PI. XXXIX. f. 1. before obtained

by Mr. Griffith at Panufca in Bulan, but they differ from each other

in specific characters. There can be no question about the propriety

of separating them from the true Barbels, now that a second species has

been found in a similarly elevated position, 1000 miles from the

locality of the first. Their spotted bodies, minute scales, fleshy snout,

by means of which the actions of the mouth are entirely performed,

mark them as different from the ordinary Barbels, while their compa-

ratively short intestinal canal and serrated dorsal spine, remove them

still further from Gonorhynchus.

Species, Oreinus maculatus, J. M. PI. LVI. f. 3. Length of the

head to that of the body as one to three and a half
; body marked with

shapeless spots dispersed irregularly on the back. The three first rays

of the dorsal are spinous, and the third serrated behind. The fin rays

are, D. 11 : P. 18 : V. 10 : A. 5 : C. 19.

Intestinal canal capacious, and forms one continuous tube with the

stomach altogether about four lengths of the body, containing a copious

green matter probably vegetable.

Habitat, mountain streams at Simla f, where it attains six or eight

inches in length.

The anal fin of the Bntan species contains ten rays, while that of

the Simla species contains but five. The spots on the first are round

and distributed over every part of the body .and fins, but Mr. Griffith

observes, that they disappear on large individuals or become faint.

* From Oreinos, pertaining to mountains.

+ Found by Dr. MacLoed.
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II. Sul-fam. SARCOBORIN^E, J. M.
3. Gen. Perilampus, J, M.

Species, P. elingulatus, J. M. PI. LVI. f. 1.

Head and fore part of the body deep, humeral plates slightly exposed

behind the opercula, snout round and terminates abruptly in front of

the eyes
; about 46 scales along the lateral line, eleven in an oblique

row from the base of the ventrals to the dorsum. The prominence on

the apex of the lower jaw very minute, colors plain, a minute black

dot at the apex of each scale. The fin rays are, D. 9 : P. 13 : V. 9 :

A. 10: C. 19.

The stomach and intestine together form a tube about the length of

the body.

Habitat, mountain streams at Simla*—length two inches.

The only remarkable thing about this species is, that the tongue which

is usually much developed and rugous in the other Perilamps appears to

be almost wanting in this species, which may lead us to infer that it

differs in habit from the Perilamps of the Plains which are all insecti-

vorous.

III. Sub-fam. APALOPTERINA2, J. M.
2. Gen. Platycara, J. M, ( Bcilitora

, Gray.)

Species, P. nasuta, J. M. PI. LV. f. 2, a. b.

Snout abruptly depressed between the eyes with a large pit between

the nostrils, body strong and sub-cylindric, about 34 scales along the

lateral line and eight in an oblique row from the base of the ventrals

to the dorsum. The fin rays are, D. 10 : P. 16 : V. 9 : A. 6 : C. 15.

Habitat, Kasya mountains]-—length six inches.

This species differs essentially from either of those figured in Hard-

wicke’s Illustrations, vide As. Res. XIX. PI. XLIX. fs. 1, 2 ; a species

corresponding, I suspect, with Balitora mciculata. Gray, was found by

Mr. Griffith in Butan ; from that specimen, which unfortunately was

much injured when it arrived in Calcutta, I have only collected a few

particulars regarding the abdominal viscera in addition to the informa-

tion regarding its habits obtained by Mr. Griffith.

V. Gen. Schistura, J. M.

Species, S. montana, J. M. PI. LV. f. 1.

Depth of the body to its length as about one to eight, six cirri and a

single suborbitar spine under each eye, a black streak at the base of

the caudal, and about twelve broad streaks crossing the body ;
with one

row of black dots crossing the dorsal rays, and a faint row crossing

* Found by Dr. MacLoed. f Found by Mr. Griffith.
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those of the caudal. Pectorals and ventrals long and lanceolate. The

fin rays are D. 8 : P. 10 : V. 8 : A. 6 : C. 18.

Habitat, mountain streams at Simla*. Length two and half inches.

Species, S. rupecula, J. M. PI. LV. f. 3, a. b.

About fourteen broad bars on either side, and three across the caudal

and dorsal ;
without suborbitar spines, six cirri, four in front, and one at

each corner of the mouth. The third ray from the upper and lower

margins of the caudal a little longer than the outer ones. Lower sur-

face of the body and head nearly flat, pectorals and ventrals lanceolate.

The fin rays are D. 8 : P. 10: V. 8 : A. 7 : C. 16.

Habitat, mountain streams at Simla-f. Length two inches.

The air vessels of Scliiturce I have found in a bilobate case, rather

perhaps cartilaginous than bony, placed over the entrauce to the oesopha-

gus : a magnified figure of this case is given, As. Res. XIX. PI. LV.

f. 4, while the natatory bladder of the true loaches, Cobitis propria, is

contained in an oval bony case of only one lobe or cell (fig. 5, loc. cit.)

also placed over the entrance of the oesophagus, where from its promi-

nence as well as the minute spines with which its surface is covered it

may probably perform some function connected with deglutition.

IV.— Report upon the Coal beds of Assam. ( Submitted to Govern-

ment bp the Committee anpointed to investigate the Coal and Iron

resources of the Bengal Presidency, as a supplement to their first

printed report.J

Capt. Vetch in a letter to the commissioner of Assam, dated 25th

November, 1837, mentions having found detached specimens of various

kinds of coal in the Jellundee Belseeree, and Booroolee rivers that fall

into the Bramaputra from the Butan mountains between the 92° and

93° degrees of east longitude: at various distances from 14 to 20

miles from their confluence with the main river, and not far from the

foot of the mountains.

The situations in which these specimens were found by Capt. Vetch
are marked by the letters A, B, C, on the annexed sketch-map of the

coal districts in Assam.

The great number of more advantageous situations in which coal

has been found in Assam renders the question as to the quality and

precise situations of the beds respectively from whence Capt. Vetch's

specimens were obtained, a matter of secondary importance, but a proof

so unquestionable of the existence of coal at different poiuts for an extent

* Found by Dr. MacLoed. f Found by Dr. MacLoed.
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of at least forty miles along the foot of the Butan mountains, con-

nected with the fact of its having been discovered in a similar way by

the late Mr. Scott on the banks of the Teesta river at the foot of the

Sikim mountains, three degrees less to the eastward, tends to encourage

the hope of finding coal in the lower ranges of the same chain, in

some situation in which it may be available for useful purposes.

Regarding Captain Vetch’s specimens, Captain Jenkins observes :

“ These discoveries of coal on the north bank of the JBramaputra, and

over a tract of country 50 miles in length, appear to me to add greatly

to the importance of previous discoveries of coal on the south banks of

the river, for I conceive it may be presumed that we have by no means

obtained a knowledge of the full extent of the coal beds in Assam, and

that it is not improbable, that they are co-extensive on both sides of the

valley, and will be found nearly throughout its whole extent.”

To understand the value of the other two more useful discoveries of

coal that have been made in Assam, subsequently to the publication of

the last reports of the committee, it is necessary to examine the value

in a practical point of view, of what has been previously made known

on the subject.

Captain Henderson refers to six places at which coal had been

found, indicating the existence of an extended line of coal districts from

Gowahatti to Bramakund. However probable this may be, we have

as yet done little to develope the fact, so as render it practically useful
;

and in all inquiries of this kind, it is no less important to point out

where information is defective, than it is to bring forward successful

results.

If we suppose an extensive series of coal districts to exist in Assam,

corresponding with the numbers marked on the sketch-map already

adverted to, the more western beds from their vicinity to Bengal are

entitled to our first consideration.

As to No. 6, however, the most western of all, and supposed to be

situated on the Kopili river, within sixty miles of Gowahatti, we can

find no information ; so that the existence of coal at this very desirable

point rests merely on a specimen having been found in the sands of the

stream by Mr. Hudson.

Of the next coal, No. 5, we have a very clear and distinct account, as

far as it goes, in a letter from Ensign Brodie to Captain Jenkins,

dated 17th May, 1837, which we can do no better than give at length.

Ensign Brodie observes—“ With reference to your letter of 23rd March,

I have the honor to forward you a sketch from Mr. Hudson, showing

the spots where coal has been fonnd within this division (Nowgong) ;
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they are three in number, but the only bed of coal the site of which

is known, is that on the Joomoona, a little above the falls. I went to

this myself during the last cold weather, and raised about 8 or 10

maunds, specimens of which I sent to you at the time. What I got

did not. appear to be of a very fine quality, having apparently a good

deal of earthy matter mixed with it, but it is more than probable that

if the vein were worked further, excellent coal would be found. The

thickness of the strata is about 2^ feet. I laid the surface bare for some

ten or twelve yards, but how far the vein extends beyond this I am

unable to say. I believe no difficulty would be found in working the coal,

if it ever should become an object of importance to do so. The popula-

tion is certainly scanty, but then it is composed of a class of people,

Mikeers and Kacharees, who can be taught, and will willingly put their

hands to any thing that will afford them a moderate remuneration for

their labour.

“ The bed is situated at the foot of a small hill on the east side of a

little nullah, which runs from the north into the Joomoona
, about half a

mile or three quarters of a mile above the falls of the latter, the distance

of the coal from the Joomoona itself not being more than 80 or 100

yards. This river is at all times navigable to the falls by canoes, and

two or three of these lashed together can take down a considerable

cargo. The river is deep again above the falls, so that it is only for about

300 or 400 yards over these, that porters would be required
; a boat

from Goivahatti would, on an average, reach the falls in 20 days, and

return in 10; but this would vary with the season.

“ Pieces of ’coal of good quality have been picked up by myself in

the bed of the Nambua, a small stream running iuto the Dhunseree

from west, but we have no information as to the position of the

beds.”

The locality of these last fragments is marked No. 4 in the

annexed sketch-map, and beyond the specimens picked up by Ensign

B rod ie, we have no further evidence of the existence of coal at the

place in question. Here then is the sum of all we knowr regarding coal

in lower Assam : the particular part of the province in which, if found

in sufficient quantity and of good quality, it would most favour-

ably compete with the coals of Bengal in the Calcutta market. It

is desirable therefore that the indications of coal in this quarter should

be thoroughly investigated. Captain Jenkins, impressed with the

importance of this, has made repeated efforts to have the district

examined, and when the scientific mission was in Assam, he directed Dr.

Wallich, to detach one of the members of the mission for this pur-
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pose, which was accordingly done, and eight days were allowed for the

duty ; but this period being too short, even to reach Lower Assam

from the place at which the order was given, it is needless to say the

investigation was not undertaken.

The next coal noticed in the sketch map, No. 3, is that which has

been longest known, a large quantity of superior coal having been

raised from this bed by Mr. Bruce in 1828*.

It is situated on the Sujfry, an impracticable tributary of the Disung,

but at what distance from the latter does not appear in the account given

of the place by Mr. Bruce, who lost several boatsf in his attempt to

reach the site of the coal. There is a small range of hills which offers

some impediment, (but Mr. Bruce states that it might be overcome by

widening the pass,) and by the formation of a road for hackeries. Inferior

coals were observed by Mr. Bruce, crossing the bed of the stream in

different situations, so that, if these last beds should be found to afford

good coal, the difficulties would be considerably less in reaching it there

than in the higher situation ; but in so remote a part of Assam as this,

perhaps no coal would be worth working, unless it occurred under more

favorable circumstances for transmission, than characterise any of the

Suffry beds.

The Namroop coal, No. 2, in the annexed map, first observed by

Lieut. Bigge and Mr. Griffith, though like the last, of first rate

quality, and the Bruma-kund coal, No. 1, found by Captain Wilcox,

are probably beyond the reach of being profitably worked and introduced

to the navigable part of the Bramaputra ; so that of the six localities

in which coal had been found in Assam, at the time the preceding

reports of the Committee were written, one situation only ('SuffryJ was

known, from whence coal might be obtained, and that with some diffi-

culty, for local consumption in the province, at a cheaper rate than

it could be supplied from Bengal.

Having thus stated what had been done up to the period at which

our last reports were published, we are the better prepared to show the

value of what has since been done in Assam. Coal has been found by

Captain Jenkins himself at Boorhath on the banks of the Disung,

the main river to which the Suffry coal had to be carried over so many
difficulties. By this discovery therefore all these are at once obviated.

Another coal bed has been found by Captain Hanna y near Jypoor,

about twelve miles northeast of Boorhath, and within three miles of

* A sample of it was tried at the mint, and found to be equal to Cherra

Punji coal.

t Probably canoes.

6 D
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the Boree Diking ,
also an excellent liver. Full details regarding each

of these discoveries, having been published in the proceedings of the

Asiatic Society for February last*, it is unnecessary to enter into them

here further than concerns the extent of the beds and the quality of

the coal.

At Boorhath, beds occur in two situations, first close to the channel

of the Disung, at the commencement of a rising ground about a mile

from the village of Boorhutli. This bed is described by Captain

Jenkins as visible for about a hundred yards in length, and eight feet

in thickness, above the water and gravel of the stream.

The second bed is about a quarter of a mile distant from the Disung,

at an elevation of about 50 or 60 feet, and exposed to the extent of

200 yards in length in the bank of a little water-course. It was not

visible in continuous masses, being concealed here and there by rubbish

fallen from above, but it cropped out, says Captain Jenkins, at inter-

vals, and always seemed to bear a thickness of several feet. The coal

in both these beds appeared to Captain Jenkins to be of first rate

quality, and nothing could well be more favorable than the position for

working, nor for the transport of the coal as far as the waters of the

Disung admit, but this stream is barely navigable for laden canoes of

small size in the dry weather, although in the rains it has a depth

sufficient for large boats, and its stream is no where impetuous-)-.

The situation of this coal is about 50 miles from the confluence of

the Disung with the Bramaputra, so that laden boats might descend

during the rains with ease from the coal beds to the great river in

three days, and return in six. The point at which the Disung joins

the Bramaputra is about 180 miles above Gowahuttee.

The Jypoor beds are described in a letter from Captain Hannay
to the commissioner of Assam, under date 1st February, 1838J : Cap-

* Journ. 1838, pp. 169 to 368. + Journ. I83S,p. 169.

J Journ. 1838, p. 36S. In a subsequent letter to Major White, dated 15th

September last, Captain Hannay gives the following particulars regarding the

manner in which the coal occurs, and how he raised it :—“ The vein which I

excavated is situated one and a half mile in a southeasterly direction from Jypoor.

It lies close to the right bank of a small nulla, which winds its way into the plains

and has its rise in the small hills which run along the foot of the Naga mountains.

The bank is not steep, and for a distance of from three to four hundred yards it is

tolerably straight, rising gradually from 80 to 100 feet in height from the spot

where the vein is first visible : for a distance of 30 yards the direction is about 205®,

when it turns to 190°, and is visible further than it has been excavated by me. Pro-

ceeding onwards, however, in a direction of about 160°, and at a distance of two

furlongs, you pass over a bed of greyish coloured soft shaly sandstone, strongly

impregnated with petroleum, and a little further on there are several springs of this

mineral oil issuing out from the description of sandstone abovementioned, and in
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tain Hannay states in this letter, that since his arrival at Jypoor he

discovered several beds of workable coal, and having been directed to for-

ward a few hundred maunds upon which to. calculate for trial, had already

commenced clearing a large vein about two miles distant. “ As I wished

the open spaces the surface of the ground is covered -with clay-shale and coal, well

trodden down by herds of deer and elephants. A little farther on in the same

direction, you come upon another rivulet, running west, and intersecting a vein of

coal which is probably a continuation of the one worked by me, and it is here

visible in a mass of eleven feet in height and as many in breadth. My observations

on this vein did not extend farther than this, but on proceeding down the nulla,

and also in the southerly direction about six furlongs distant, there are several

veins of coal trending in a direction of 335°, the line of dip being 280o ,
and at an

angle of 45°, thus dipping directly into the centre of the hillocks. 1 could not work

on what (in miner’s phrase) is termed the face of the mine, without being- at consi-

derable expense in removing such a mass of upper soil, for which I had not a suf-

ficient number of the requisite implements, and I was consequently obliged to work

directly down upon the vein, and from this circumstance, added to the tender nature

of some portion of the coal, there was unavoidably a good deal of waste. The

annexed sketch will perhaps shew more distinctly the situation of the vein and its

accompanying strata. The method I adopted in digging was as follows. Having

cleared away the surface soil, I ascertained the exact stratification of the sandstone,

and having dug in the direction of the partings to the depth of 16 inches or two feet,

I cut with axes to the same depth across the vein, and the blocks thus turned

out, I raised by means of wedges, levers, &c. the best way I could. As might have

been expected, I did not find the coal of an equally good quality throughout, at

least with regard to hardness and compactness of texture, that which was uppermost

being much impregnated with ochery earth, whilst under this lay the hardest and

finest specimens, the blocks breaking off large, and the fracture exhibiting that

beautiful iridescence said to be common in Newcastle slaty coal. Below the last-

mentioned description, and as far as I dug down into the vein, which might have been

about sixfeet, the coal was of a softer nature, intermixed however with many lines of

hard, thus exhibiting the variety of fracture found in coal, the trapezoidal, and rhom-

boidal mixed in the harder with cubical fragments, and the whole exhibiting what is

called by miners “bright heads,” having the white shaly concretions and rusty

scale visible in every fracture. The structure of the whole vein is cubical, but

the outer layer of coal to the left is somewhat different from the rest, the texture

of it being the same throughout, and its fracture being exactly similar to that

of a slice of Wood cut from the stem of a tree, and then broken in a contrary

direction. It is not so thick as the other layers, and, there is no intervening shale

between it and the tough clay which lies upon it. This layer is also much impreg-

nated with mineral tar, which has an aromatic odour, and in several of the masses of

coal belonging to it I found a rich yellow-coloured fine clay, having the appearance

oforpiment. It will be observed by the accompanying sketch, that I had no hard

or rocky substance to encounter, which is a great advantage, both with regard

to expense and facility in working ; 1 only worked the coal to the extent of 15 yards

in the length of the space, and six feet in depth, and although I found a good deal of

ponderous slaty substance, much impregnated with pyrites, on which pick-axes

struck fire, still I did not come upon rock
; and to all appearance the vein of coal

may extend many yards farther dbwn. The breadth of the vein, including the part-

ings, is about 9 feet, and the loss in digging must have been about one-third of the

whole quantity excavated. On examining the beds of two small water-courses which

6 d 2
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to collect the coal at as little expense as possible,” Captain Hannay
observes, “ I selected the vein nearest to Jypoor, and before I came

to this determination, I employed myself in exploring the neighbourhood ;

and have been very successful in finding coal and iron in great plenty.’'

As the sample, consisting of 224 maunds, has not been found of so good

a quality as the Assam coal that had been previously sent down to

Calcutta from the Sujfry beds, we have annexed in the preceding note

the whole of the details given by Captain Hannay of his operations.

It would perhaps have been better, on such an occasion, if samples of

different kinds had been transmitted, rather than a selection of that

which from its hardness seemed to be the best ; indeed it may be

doubted if hardness in coal denotes a superiority, and if the circum-

stance, noted by Captain Hannay, of the bed becoming somewhat softer

the deeper the excavation wras carried, be not a very favorable sign.

We are not however to expect that a first sample, from the outcrop we

may say, of a single bed in a new and extensive coal field, should be of

a first rate quality. The only fault of the sample of this coal selected by

Captain Hannay is, that it contains a considerable quantity of sulphur,

which, from trials made at the mint, appears to render it unfit for anneal-

ing silver, and that 40 maunds are only equivalent to 32 maunds, of the

variety of Bnrdwan coal in use at the mint at the time, for getting up

steam. Captain Forbes is, however, of opinion, that this sample of Assam

coal would be found nearly as good as Burdwan, when burned in the

comparatively small furnaces of the boilers of steam-vessels.

As far as the Assam coals generally have been tried, their qualities

have been found to be so good, that we may regard the small cargo

transmitted to Calcutta by Captain Hannay, as chiefly valuable in

showing the facility with which the article may be raised and transported.

Captain Jenkins, in enclosing the bill of expenses incurred in raising

and transmitting a boatload of Jypoor coal to Calcutta, observes

:

“ I need not point out to the Committee, that this attempt to work the

coal beds in the neighbourhood of Jypoor has been made under very

unfavorable circumstances
;
the greater part of the last dry season had

passed away before Captain Hannay was able to commence operations »

pass over the vein of coal, and which come from the summit of the hillocks, I found

several beds of sandstone of the description called by the miners whitepost ; it is

soft, and easily broken, and was intermixed with large masses of iron ore, and

soft red sandstone, and there were also two small veins of coal, which although

several feet higher than the larger vein evidently appeared to belong to the same bed,

having the same dip and bearing. In the beds of these water- courses, and also

throughout this low hilly tract, there are found large pieces of petrified wood, round

pieces of white quartz and worn fragments of mica slate, having quite the appearauca

of a salt mine.”
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indeed the rains had commenced prior to any coal being brought

from the mine ; but notwithstanding this drawback Captain Hannay
succeeded in raising 1050 maunds of coal, and conveying to the mouth

of the Boree Dihing upwards of 800 maunds, the whole expense on

which amounted to 96 rupees 5 anas 6 pie : so that the coal has been

brought down to the confluence of the Boree Dihing with the Brama-

putra at something less than 2 anas a maund*.”

Boorhath and Jypoor, the places at which the coal beds just noticed

are situated, are laid down in the annexed sketch-map between No. 3

and No. 2 ; the advantages of the former beds over the latter in regard

to situation may also be seen on this map, the Jypoor river joining

the Bramaputra 18 miles higher in Assam than the river on which

the Boorhath coal would have to be carried. Besides this, the Jypoor

coal is situated from 1^ to 3 miles from water-carriage, while boats

may approach at Boorhath to the mines. Nevertheless, these differ-

ences are so slight, that a preference to one or other locality must

depend on its comparative healthiness, on the quality of the coal, and

on the general capabilities of the place.

Of the healthiness of Assam generally people now begin to form

very favourable notions compared with Bengal
; and Boorhath and

Jypoor are said to be situated in one of the finest quarters of the

province. In the present state of things, perhaps, the Boorhath and

Jypoor coals are only to be regarded as the elements of local improve-

ment ; the intercourse between Upper Assam and other parts of India

must assume a better footing, before its coals could be supplied to

Calcutta at a cheaper rate than Bengal coals, but whether the former

might not compete with the Bardwan coal in the supply of the depots

on the Ganges, unless the present prices of the latter can be consider-

ably reduced, and whether it would not be advisable, considering the

local improvement to which such an arrangement would give rise, to

adopt measures for supplying the Gangetic steamers from this quarter,

even though no direct saving were at first to be expected, may deserve

consideration. Such a question, it is not perhaps the business of the

Committee to examine into ;
still it is one of so much importance, and so

intimately connected with the practical results of its proceedings, that

we may be pardoned for alluding to it in detail.

* In concluding this letter Captain Jenkins observes,—“ It gives me much

pleasure to bring to the notice of Government through the Committee, the

zealous manner in which Captain Hannay, at considerable risk and trouble, has

co-operated with me, not only in this instance, but in every other, where an attempt

has been made to develope the resources of the eastern districts of Assam.”
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The rates at which the following stations are supplied under the pre-

sent contracts, which will expire on the 26th of July next, are as follows :

Cutwa, Rs. 55 8 per lOOmds. Colgong, .. . 70 0 per 100 mds.

Berhampoor,... 56 0 ditto. Rajmehal, .. . 67 0 ditto.

Kulna, 54 0 ditto. Mongeer, .. . 74 0 ditto.

Commercolly, 64 0 ditto. Danapoor, .. . 80 0 ditto.

Surdali, 70 0 ditto.

Average, Rs. 67-7-6, or 654 rupees 1 1 anas per 1000 maunds*. But as

the Bhagirutty and Sundurbun courses are only used alternately by the

regular steamers, the quantity of coal consumed annually at the four first

depots, can only be equivalent to the quantity consumed at two of the

others, the true average price of the coal consumed will therefore be

Rs. 67-13-2, per 100, or 678 rupees 13 anas 8 pie per 1000 maunds.

Considering the proximity of the two first depots, Cutwa and Berham-

poor, to the Adji and Rajmehal coals, and the Kulna and Commercolly

depots to Sylhet, the most economical arrangements, that could be made

for their supply, would certainly be with persons connected with the

mines in each of those districts, who might be requested either to furnish

tenders, or to make such other arrangements, by way of experiment, as

might seem most sufficient, for securing so small a supply as that re-

quired on the Bhagarutty and Sunderbun linesf.

* Note by Captain Johnston. These charges include the landing, storing and

delivering the coal from the depots to the steamers, and all loss by defalcation

or other causes. The contractors are not paid for the quantity of coal they dispatch,

but only for that which they deliver, free from dust and small coal, on board the

steam-vessels.

-f- Mr. Lew'in of Cherra Poonji offers to deliver coal into boats at five per cent,

on the cost of doing so, and Mr. George Loch, collector of Sylhet, who communi-

cated Mr. Lew'IN’s offer to the committee, proposes himself to find boats for the

transmission of the coal to any dep6t at which it may be required, and thinks the

service which this would confer on the district would induce any collector at Sylhet,

should he be removed, to do the same. See on this point the report annexed to this

article.

Regarding the Adji coals Mr. Erskine observes in a letter, dated 6th November,

1838, to the coal committee :
“ It would be impossible to say how much coal might

be got down to Cuttca during an average season, and it would be equally rash to

give a tender for the supply of a stated quantity, or to depend on such a contract,

till the navigation of the Adji had been put to the test of experiment.” In another

part of the same letter Mr. Erskine remarks that, “ Government could not depend

on a larger supply than 10,000 maunds in one season, till the navigation of the Adji

had been tried,” and then states that ”, if 40 rupees per 100 maunds could be offered

for the Sheergurh" (which is the best Adji) ” coal, a much larger supply might be

brought to Cutwa than that abovemeutioned, by employing carts to bring down tne

coal to the lower Adji ghats during the dry season, making the carriage from thence

in boats less precarious.” Mr. Erskine adds, that he should be happy himself to
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This would leave the higher stations to be supplied on a separate

contract from Bardwan, or any other source from which it might be

done cheapest. The average charge for coal at the five depots from

Surdah to Danapoor is at present 72 rupees 3 anas per 100, or

721 rupees 14 anas per 1000 maunds.

The entire consumption for the past year has been about 91,000

maunds, on the whole line from Calcutta to Allahabad, but should the

number of steamers be increased, the expenditure of coal must also

increase in the same proportion, and the supply would in such case

become, in every sense, an object of more importance.

Boats of any draught would have a favourable current throughout

the year from Disung Mookh on the Bramaputra to Suvdali, with the

exception, during the dry season, of about 80 miles from Jafirgunj to

Surdah, they would thus be enabled to reach Surdah, one of the

depots for coal, in about one month, or say, six weeks from the date of

leaving the Disung river. Returning unladen for fresh cargoes, they

would be about two months, thus making three trips in the year with

the greatest ease, inclusive of the time required for taking in and

discharging cargo.

The following are the rates at which boats are hired by the commis-

sariat for the conveyance of public stores, and, though higher perhaps

than those which merchants pay, maybe taken as established charges, at

which any extent of tonnage may be had. The boats required for this

duty should each carry at least 1000 maunds*.

Hire of boat, at three rupees per 100-maunds burden, per

mensem, Rs. 30

1 mangy, at 5 rupees per mensem, 5

15 boatmen, at 4 rupees each, 60

95

undertake the delivery of coals at Cutwu for a year, by way of trial, should no one

erse offer to do it on more favourable terms. The Rujmehal coal discovered by Mr.

Pontet, will, that gentleman thinks, cost at Berhampoor about six anas per maund

;

but further particulars require to be known regarding it, before any reliance could be

placed on receiving supplies from this bed.

* Note by Captain Johnston.
“ I believe this is for the measurement of the boat

;
a boat of 1000 maunds will

not carry more than 6 or 700 maunds weight.” The weight which boats may carry

depends a good deal on rivers and seasons. In March and October it might be

necessary to load boats lightly, but at other periods coal boats from .dssaf/j might be

laden if necessary to within six inches of the water, having such fine rivers to

navigate; but if a 1000-maund boat be too small, a 1400-maund boat might be

employed instead, with the same number of men, which would make a trifling differ-

ence in expense, but would give a great advantage in the results.
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or 1,140 rupees per annum, to which must be added insurance, which

to Gowahutta is 3^ per cent, and there is nothing in the navigation of

the Bramaputra for 200 miles above Gowahutta to increase the risk be-

yond that of an equal distance on the Ganges ; insurance would therefore

be on three trips 52 rupees eight anas, which added to the annual cost of

the boat and men, gives 1 192 rupees eight anas. To this sum must also

be added the original cost of raising and conveying the coal from the pits

to the Bramaputra
,
this according to Captain Hanna y’s experiment is

two anas per maund, which for 3000 maunds would be 375 rupees, mak-

ing in all for 3000 maunds of coal delivered on any part of the Ganges,

from which three trips might be annually made to Assam, 1537 rupees

8 anas, or 512 rupees 8 anas per 1000 maunds, being 209 rupees 6

anas less than the rate at which the depots from Surdah to Danupoor
are now supplied*.

* Major Henderson remarks, that the calculation here entered into does not

provide for incidental expenses, including clashies’ establishments, wastage, landing

charges, custody, all which would somewhat increase the expense, though not very

considerably : Captain Johnston therefore makes it out as follows :

Boat hire of 3000 maunds of coal, as per above statement, Rs. 1140 0

Cost of 3000 maunds of coal, at two anas per maund, 375 0

Insurance, at three per cent., 45 0

Loss on coal by two removals and twelve months storing, 300 maunds.

Landing charge on 3000 maunds, 22 8

Reloading and delivering 2700 maunds, at one rupee per 100 maunds, 27 0

Sirkarand peons’ wages for twelve months, seven and five rupees, 144 O

Ground rent and expense of shed, at six rupees per mensem, 72 0

Total cost of 2700 maunds of coal delivered to steam boat, .. 1825 8

or ten anas nine pie per maund nearly. This calculation, which certainly omits no-

thing that could be necessary, while other things are probably overrated, still leaves

an advantage of one ana three pie per maund, in favor of the rate at which Assam

coal might be supplied to the station, from Surdah to Danapoor, compared with that

now paid by the government for Bardwan coal for those stations.

The loss on coal by moving it from place to place varies according to the nature

of the coal and the number of removals
;
the latter cause would be at its minimum

in the Assam coal, as the same boat that would take it up in Assam, could deliver it

at the depfit for which it might be intended, and where it is not necessary it should

remain a year in store. A sirdar and peon moreover would not be necessary for every

2700 maunds of coal, but for all at the depot, which might be 20,000 mauuds ; the

boatmen would be responsible for the coal onboard their own boat, and, being mea-

sured out and into the boat, there would be no room for cheating. It is also too much

to charge the entire expense of a shed to 2700 maunds, when the same shed would

auswer for all the coal required at the depot. Both statements however show that

the Jypoor and Boorhath coals might be introduced to the higher stations on the

Ganges with considerable advantage
;
and if free passage to emigrants were offered in

the return boats, with the prospect of employment, the present paucity of labourers

in Assam would soon be remedied.
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Perhaps the most important results from opening coal mines in

Assam for the supply of Gangetic steamers, until more convenient

sources should become better known than at present, would consist in

the assurance of an unlimited and steady supply at all seasons, and the

widening of the field for competition, while the attention of natives being

directed to a new and promising branch of trade, the measure would

contribute largely to the local improvement of the province.

To the above account of the coal fields of Assam it may be useful to

add some further information collected by the committee in respect to

the coal of Cherrapoonjee and other parts of the hills north of Sylhet

,

and likewise respecting the coal field on the Koela nulla near the Soan

river in Behar. The information in respect to the former mines is in

the shape of replies obtained from Mr. G. Loch, the deputy collector

of Sylhet, to queries addressed to him by the committee for the purpose

of ascertaining the possibility of turning the coal of that district to

account in steam navigation : and similar queries were addressed to the

Engineer of the steam service, Mr. Tytler, at Danapur, in order to

ascertain the same points in respect to the Soan and Koela coal field.

The queries and the replies are given as they were received.

I. Sylhet coal, G. Loch, Esq. B. C. S. Deputy Collector,

Sylhet.

1st. “ How many situations are there in your neighbourhood at

which good coal is known to be raised, and what is the distance of the

mines from the nearest navigable rivers ?”

1st. There are three, Cherrapoonjee, Sirareem, and Lour. The

coal of the last mentioned place is inferior to the Bardwan, but the

vein is close to a small river navigable for dingees during the rains.

Cherra is eleven miles from Pandua, to which place boats of 500

maunds can proceed during the rains ; but it is necessary to bring the

coal from Terriah-ghat at the foot of the hills to Pandua in dingees, a

distance of four miles. The Sirareem vein has never been worked,

and is farther in the interior of the hills, four or five miles from

Cherra.

2nd, “ What are the situations at which depots might be most

conveniently established ? for what period would these depots respeo-

6 E
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tively be accessible for ordinary boats of a certain size ? would any
particular boat be desirable and what is the probable expense per

maund of delivering the coal at the nearest depot accessible to large

boats ?”

2nd. Chattuk, on the river Soorma near the mouth of the small

river which runs past Pandua, is best situated for a depot, and is

approachable at all times of the year by the common country boats of

500 maunds, which it will be best to employ for conveying the coal.

The price of coal is likely to vary at Cherra from 20 to 22 rupees per

100 maunds; and as it will be safer to calculate upon the higher price

the following will be the average cost of delivering at Chattuk.

100,000 maunds of coal at 22 rupees per 100 maunds, Co.’s Rs. 22,000

A salary, of three per cent, on the price, to the contractor or

agent at Cherra, 600

Expense of building a depot for the coal 200

- Conveying coal from Soorma-ghat to Chattuk, at two rupees

per 100 maunds, 2000

24,800

Thus the rate of delivery at Chattuk would be three anas eleven pie or

four anas per maund. I annex a statement showing the expense of

conveying, and the price of delivering the coal, at the several stations

mentioned in your letter.

3rd. “ Are any parties now working the coal mines in your vicinity,

and what is your opinion as to the best mode of proposing for tenders,

or otherwise providing for the future supply of coal for river steamers

from mines in your neighbourhood, and what your opinion generally

as to the best way of bringing such coal into use after July next, when

the present contracts will expire ?”

3rd. The Kasyas are the sole workers of the Cherra vein. That

of Lour was worked for a short time by Mr. G. Ixglis of Chattuk ;

but the coal being inferior could not compete with the Bardwan in the

market, and he gave up the attempt. No contracts can be made with

the Kasyas for a continued supply of coal, for without some one to look

after them, and to see their engagements fulfilled, they would never have

the coal at the foot of the hills, in sufficient time. Each supply ought to

be bargained for on the spot, and I would recommend, as mentioned in

my letter to you of August last, that an officer be appointed to contract

with the Kasyas for the necessary supplies, and that he should receive
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as a salary, either three per cent, on the price of the coal, or what will

be better fifty rupees per mensem. His business would be to see that

the coal was brought to the foot of the hills, and to report when the

required quantity was ready for despatch. The detail of the business

can easily be settled by us, should this arrangement meet your commit-

tee’s approbation, and the sanction of government. That some such

arrangement is necessary is obvious, for it would be impossible for me
to leave my station and present duties, to go to Cherra to make con-

tracts, whenever a new supply of coal was required, which could not

even then be procured without constant supervision. I was assisted by

the kindness of a friend at Cherra when I made the last successful

experiment, and I wrote to a gentleman settled at Cherra on my return

from Calcutta, begging to know whether he would agree to the following

terms. To purchase the required supplies of coal, and to receive a

percentage on the price or fifty rupees a month. To find the purchase

money himself, and not to require repayment till the whole supply had

been delivered at the foot of the hills, leaving the coal to be forwarded

to its various destinations by the collector of Sylhet, or any other officer

who might be authorized, for his own health would not permit him to

come down to the plains. He stated in reply his inability to find the

purchase money, but he is willing to take upon himself the task of for-

warding the coal, and as he has been resident some time in the hills, he

is likely to get it as cheap as any one else. The great object is to have

some one to look after the Kasyas ; the money might be supplied from

the Sylhet treasury, and as long as I remain in the district, I shall be

happy to use my best endeavours in forwarding the coal to any place,

and assisting the views of the committee.

It will now be a difficult thing, and attended with greater expense to

have the coal ready at the different stations, particularly at those above

Mongir and Danapur, by next July. Allahabad is about two and a

half or three months’ journey from this, and it will take some time in

getting the coal to the foot of the hills ;—there is now but little water

in the small river that runs by Terriah-ghat, and the coal would have

to be carried in canoes to Pandua and thence to Chattuh. These

canoes are cut out of a single tree, and not capable of carrying more than

twenty or thirty maunds ;
without money I can do nothing, and unless

I have orders to draw on the collector of Sylhet for the necessary sum

immediately, another month may be lost. I will, however, make the

attempt, and accompanying is a statement showing what would be the

probable expense.

6 a 2
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The stations lower down the river than Colgong and Rajmehal can

be supplied in time, when the rains commence in April next, if the coal

is now brought down.

4th, “ Your opinion is also solicited as to the most convenient locality

for establishing a general depot for the supply of the following stations

from coal mines in your vicinity, with a view to facility and economy

in procuring boats. Cutwa, Berhampur, Kulna, Commercolly, Sar-

dah, Colgong
,
Rajmehal, Mongir, Danapur, Ghazipur, Mirzapur,

Allahabad.”

4th. If a depot is to be established on the Ganges, the committee

will be the best judges of its locality. It would be convenient to have

one at some central station, or where boats might be easily procured, to

which coals from Chattuk might be sent according to the annual demand.

The cost of carrying coal from Sylhet will then be fixed, and the

price of delivery will not vary very much, depending of course on the

rate at which it can be procured at Cherra, which at present varies from

twenty to twenty-two rupees per 100 maunds. But it will be necessary

to consider whether the cost of carriage from the central depot to the

various stations will not increase the price of the coal more than if sent

direct from Sylhet

;

of this I am no judge, not knowing what is the

expense of water-carriage on the Ganges. From the accompanying state-

ments the committee will be able to decide, which is the cheapest me-

thod of forwarding the coal, and if I have not allowed sufficient time for

a journey to and from the various stations, calculating from Calcutta,

the error can easily be remedied by allowing another month’s boat-

hire.
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II. Soan and Koela coal field. W. 13. Tytler, Superintending

Steam Engineer at Danapur.

1st. “ How many situations are there in your vicinity, at which good

coal might be raised, and what the distance of the mines from the

nearest navigable rivers ?”

1st. The coal with which I am acquainted is situated on the Soan
river, between Rahtas Gurh and Palamow, and might be advantageously

raised near Surdra on the Amnnath river ; another good situation will

also be found at Hatar, where the coal is of a very fine bituminous qua-

lity, equal to any I have examined in this country.

2nd. “ What are the situations at which depots might be most con-

veniently established? for what period will these deopts be respectively

accessible for ordinary boats of a certain size ? whether is any peculiar

form of boat desirable or necessary, and what is the probable expense

per maund of delivering the coal at the nearest depot accessible to large

boats ?”

2nd. I would propose Seebpur as a general depot, situated at the

junction of the Soan with the Ganges, near Danapur ; it will be found

a central and convenient spot, accessible to large boats at all seasons of

the year. I would also propose to establish another depot at Ghane-

ghat, where large boats would be obstructed from passing up the Soan

during the months of October, November, December, January, February,

March, April, May, and June.

From Ghane-ghat downwards to Seebpur, boats of about 500

maunds might ply throughout the year, but above that point smaller

size boats would be desirable, owing to the shallowness of the river. In

my opinion square punts or lighters, similar to those employed on the

Thames for conveying coal, would be of great use, as the quantity of

coals they would convey would be greater than that of any other craft

known in this country. The expense I estimate the coal at after it has

been laid down at Seebpur, would be six to eight anas per maund.

3rd. “ Whether any parties are now engaged in wrorkiug coal mines

in your neighbourhood ? and wrhat is your opinion as to the best mode of

proposing for tenders, or otherwise rendering the coal in your vicinity

available for river steamers ?”

3rd. I am not aware of any of the mines having been as yet opened

by any other person than Captain Sage, the executive officer of Dana-

pur, who some years ago brought from 12 to 1600 maunds to this station

for brick burning, &c. &c., and he speaks very highly of the quality.

I am of opinion that any mode of inviting public competition for a
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supply of coals from mines not yet in operation, would not be found to

answer so well, as by the government giving in the first instance a

grant of land wherever the mines are situated, and by afterwards making

advances on a private contract, to the parties holding the grant, for a

permanent supply of the coal to the depots, where it would be desirable

to lay it down for the use of the river steamers.

4th. “ The committee would feel much obliged by your answering

these questions at your early convenience, and favouring them with

your opinions generally as to the best and most economical way of

introducing any coal with which you may be acquainted in the neigh-

bourhood of Danapur.”

4th. In the first instance we have to take into consideration all the

obstacles to the undertaking in view ; in the second, the best means

of overcoming such obstacles, should they exist. As to the practicability

of procuring coal from the beds in the Palamow district, I have never

entertained any doubt ; but whether we may be able to produce the

article of the quality and in the quantity required, we are not certain :

although the whole mass of information, to which I have access, would

tend to confirm the opinion, that the mines will not only be productive,

but will require but little excavating of soil, and clearing, in raising the

coal to the surface.

Until operations have commenced, and have been continued for some

time, it would be rash to dwell too much on such a doubtful subject as

mining is well known to be, but as to the natural advantages, and facility

of communication either by land or water, we can speak with more cer-

tainty : a few most important points must be kept in view to ensure

success. First, the quality of the coal on the surface cannot always be

allowed to point out the best spot to open ;
and second, an elevated

point of the beds must be sought for the obvious advantage of running

off waste water ;
third, a spot as near the deepest navigable river as

possible, will be an important consideration ;
and, lastly, a spot com-

bining as many of these advantages, together with a thick stratum of

coal to work on, where a mine is opened, will also require to be

attended to.

As to the navigation of the Soan river, I do not apprehend any

great difficulty, except in very dry seasons ;
and to obviate this a great

quantity of coals ought always to be kept in store at the general depot.

We should require to use boats of a size proportionate to the depth of

the water found in the rivers, and to be regulated in all the arrange-

ments, as economy may dictate from time to time.
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V .—Ancient Inscriptions.

Dr. A. Burns’ Kaira Tamba-patra , No. 1.

When we gave, in the past month, a translation of No. 4, of the

Tumba-patras, of which transcripts and facsimiles were obtained

from Dr. A. Burns of Knira, we were not aware that one of the

same precise description had previously been communicated by Mr.

Secretary Wathen, and was printed with an exact copy of the plate in

the number of this Journal for September, 1835. We were led to

refer to that article by finding in the oldest of Dr. Burns’ grants,

that marked No. 1, by him, the name of Siladitya, and other princes

of the Valabhi race from Senapatj Bhatarka downwards.

Our present grant confirms the order of the reigns given by Mr.

Wathen from his Tamba-patras, and affords additional dates and cir-

cumstances, of high interest to those who occupy themselves with such

studies. Mr. Wathen’s order of the Valabhi or Balhara dynasty is

as follows :

S5

K
H

*0! *

1 i
S

“2
£ I CQ «

1 1 Bhatarka Senapati. 8 4 Siladitya, I.

2 Dhara Sena. 9 5 Chara Griha, or I:

wara Guha.

3 Drona Sinha. 10 6 Sridhara Sena, II.

4 Dharuva Sena, I. 11 7 Dharuva Sena, II.

5 Dhara Pattah. 12 8 Sridhara Sena, III.

6 2 Guha or Griha Sena. 9 Dharuva Sena, III.

7 3 Sridhara Sena, I. 13 Siladitya, II.

Of these rajas, the four following Bhatarka are omitted in the

present grant, it being simply stated that from Bhatarka, the founder

of the family, was sprung Guha Sena or Griha Sena, the former is

our reading. From this prince however we have the genealogy com-

plete, and with the simple introduction of Dharuva Sena, III, our

ninth in order, and the author of this grant, the series corresponds with

that of Mr. Wathen in every particular. The genealogical tree which

our present grant enables us to frame from Guha or Griha Sena

will stand as follows :
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1 Bhatarka.

2 Guha or Griha Skna

whose other name was

Gandharba Raja.

3 Sridhara Sena.

4 Siladitya or 5 Ishwara Guha,
*Kramaditya. called by Mr. Wathen

Chara Griha.

9 Dharuva Sena III.

or Dharmaditya. 6 Sridhara Sena II. 7 Dharuva Sena II.

8 Sridhara Sena III.

Now the first thing to be observed is, that the grant translated by

Mr. Wathen purports to be by Sridhara Sena
;
that we now present

is by Dharuva Sena, the sixth in succession after him
; of course

therefore Mr. Wathen’s is the most ancient; but though there were

six successions to the gadi, these must have been of less than the

ordinary duration, for the minister who prepared the grant in Sridhara
Sena’s reign was Skanna Bhatta ; whereas the minister who pre-

pared the present grant is named as Madana Hila, son of Skanna
Bhatta ; thirty or forty years will therefore be the probable interval

occupied by the reigns of all the princes, named as having intervened

between Sridhara Sena the first, and Dharuva Sena the third.

Another important fact results from the date of our present grant,

which is clearly 365 Sumbut, and which must be the Sumbut of Vikra-

maditya
; corresponding with A. D. 309; but Mr. Wathen assigns to

Sridhara Sena, Dharuva Sena’s grandfather, the date A. D. 328 or

384 Sumbut. He has been led to this conclusion by supposing the words

which he reads “ Sumbut” with the figure “ 9,” to have reference

to the Valabhi sera, ascertained by Col. Todd to have commenced in

* Perhaps Vikrama'ditya but the Vi is wanting in the transcripts.

6 F
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A. D. 319. But there is no word whatsoever in the grant to warrant a

reference of this Sumbut to that aera, and it seems much more natural to

suppose the Sumbut, or year, to be either the Sumbut of Vikramaditya

with the figures effaced, or merely to have reference to the year of Sri-

dhara Sena’s accession. If the figure which follows the word Sumbut

be indeed a 9, (it is not very plain) there is nothing to prevent the year

of the reign of that sovereign being indicated thereby, as has been

usual with many rajas, and as was practised even by raja Kishen Chund

of Nudea within the last sixty years. Assuming therefore thirty years

for the interval of the son’s succeeding Skanna Bhatta as minister,

the proper date of Mr. Wathen’s Tamba-patra, will be 279 A. D. and

that of Sridhara Sena’s accession 270 A. D. The date upon Dr. A.

Burns’ grant, examined from the facsimiles taken off in printing ink,

is clear, so as to admit of no doubt of the figures, or of its being the

Sumbut of Vikrama'ditya that is referred to*.

The translation of this Tamba-patra is given entire, and nearly

literal, from a transcript made by Mr. James Prinsep, the pandit

Kamalakanta, aided by the Sanskrit College student Sarodaprosa'd,

having rendered it for us into English.

The character of the original exactly corresponds with that of Mr.

Wathen’s grant, of which a facsimile has been already published, so

that we are saved the necessity of having a separate plate prepared

to exhibit it.

TO’wrcrsfsmrT 11 ^ 11 fw^i^r^im^rTrcT^i^tvrcT^fjrr^rRTH
># c\

*ncri

|l 3 II JTT^^lf^f^TT
si

'

* Since the above was sent to press, a letter has reached Calcutta from Mr.

Wathen at the Cape of Good Hope, dated 16th October last, which, after

expressing great interest in the discoveries made from the Asoka inscriptions,

concludes as follows : “ My impression was, before 1 left India, that I mistook

the Sumbut in the Gujrat Inscriptions, and that it is that of Vikrama'ditya.’’

This singularly confirms the conclusion we had come to, from comparison of

the date in this No. 1. grant of Dr. Burns ; and would seem to show that the

year of the grant of Sridhara Sena, translated by Mr. Wathen, was in his

opinion erased, and that the imperfect figures in the plate are not to be read as

the figure 9.

t The numbers indicate the lines of the copper plate.
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TTJ^cri^i^TrT^'EniTiT^tri^T^g^^’ff^: h b ii %f?r

’W^^mfxn ^Tmn^TfV^T5T^f<T3E^^T^3rcTt
II «L II

mxrs^r: w^nreraraTO’nroRrf

i ii
*rnrcm^: TOwrerc* <t^t ^^cnrr^n3?nn3

^TO^cT'grfWT ||

'a
ii TT3ft^HT^^r^giwTf^Tf^rcf! ^vr^ifwifMbrt:

>»

fa^RTTPHTT^facIT
||
^

II
-?ir7Tll^^^T^T?TqT^n#^5Tm^Icr

^Tft^TJTTT^T^t CTT ^TcriTTf^T
>J

XT^^faiT^^faf^T || «L ||
f^raifl-m^fSTHf^TT^nTTf^^s

tnur^rt3^: ^T<n:fN^ ^w^i^rnircr.

11 \° \\ *r|cff^?!i*T; ^nrmcr

^4f^TRTC^cf*rT7TT
11 \\ 11 fwmftiT^mftrcfcr *r4 cr;

^wif^crwtiftr ^$TXTtrT^^^nf?:^T^: ?m^iiiT^w?nrrfa

^tlfa ^fc<nf%*reOT?iTT II II

«cr^rcr5T7r55xrf%xT^r^TO^i^Tr^tf^;v^T?rxiOTT^5q^ci^i»?rT
C\ >*» N#

ii^'ii (_f%J^mif^wf^crt^^nTT

f^w^^i^w^TcrxrKT^icTs 7rwrwK<<cTT

11 \ a
11 ^T^ngrt: x^vrini^^

xnfZcT^KTTcr^^: ^T§TfTr^T^lf%cr^Wf%5

STWI^^T^lCtlicr^ II ^ II vf^^TclflirT'^^T?TtRTISTTI^ft^ fft

XT^T^Tfa^^T^f^f^cW^raf^: mufcT^^r TlfCoET^T

11 ^ 11 ^if?rfVr?:^T^Tf^cTiTfc[f%iTxrT«

6 f 2
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facHTfcP II V®B

IT^TcT^l^T^rtl^rfcI^^^TrTM^^f^fllXffTT^^Tr^TXr-

*fS^TfsTcrST || ^ II TOmTCW

wfaf^r*T?r: ii \«l ii xrfT^i^Tf%?rq^(c|^jq^Tr?n^i^T^ir ^

^*?nrXT^
II \° II
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Abstract translation of No. 1. ofDr. A. Burns’ Tamba-patras.

Glory. From Bhatarka, the best of rulers, magnanimous as the sun,

victorious, of good disposition, who obtained his power by the excellence

of his intelligence, by gratifying and elevating his friends in spirit, and by

obtaining all men’s good opinion through donations and courtesy, who

by his power maintained men in respect, and through the fidelity of his

servants preserved his dominions in prosperity, and laid his enemies

prostrate, sprung Guha Skna, who obtained absolution from sin by

bowing submissively to his father’s feet, and who was called Gandharba

Raja, because of his consideration for other men, as shown by his regula-

tion of prices, by his anxiety to protect his people and friends, and

by his sacrificing high state interests to secure the safety of those who

took refuge with him, who obtained popularity by giving to the poor

more than they asked. None excelled him in the science of Gan-

dharba. Enriched by the jewels his enemies presented in tribute, of a

voice pleasant as that of Cupid and the moon, lenient in the exaction of

state dues, a teacher of morals, in all observances never failing, great

and powerful, as manifested by the motions of his elephants, his wisdom

and sound judgment are appreciated by men of social feelings. The son

of Guha Sena, Sridhara Sena, likewise absolved himself from sin

by submission to his father, as if he had washed in the Ganges water.

The warriors of the universe were astonished at his strength and skill*

and by his power he secured the prosperity of his kingdom. Like his an-

cestors, he was a protector of learned and eminent persons, and a subduer

of the evil-doers and corruptors of virtue. In him only did Lukhsmi
and Saraswati (wealth and knowledge) unite. For he was alike a

subduer of lakhs of enemies, and abounding with wealth, and the

possessor of all acquired endowments, which sought refuge with him,

like the thousands who prostrated themselves before him for their live-

lihood.

The son of Sridhara Sena, Sri Siladitya, worshipped likewise

his father’s feet, and prospered. The four quarters of the world were

adorned with his fame, won by merits, all delighting, all astonishing. He
gave courage and confidence to his army, bv acquiring for it the lustre of

a reputation founded on many victories. Though possessing an intellect

capable of understanding and arranging the good and bad sciences, and

famed in the world for his intelligence, yet was he not fastidious
; and

though attentive to the wants of others, still always cheerful and con-

tented. He was an example of the Satya yoga rajas in his conduct,

and enjoyed happiness without any sacrifice of virtue. His second

name was Kramaditya, (perhaps Vikramaditya.)
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Sri Siladitya was succeeded as raja by bis younger brother

*Ishwara Guha, who was dutiful and obedient, and therefore loved by

his elder brother, who was honourable like Upendra. It was the study

and the delight of IshwaraGuiia to obey his elder brother’s commands,

and to make his own power and wealth conducive to his happiness. His

footstool was bright with the jewels taken from the crowns of hostile

rajas brought to subjection. Yet was he never reproachful of others.

Those who opposed him in their pride were reduced to helplessness.

The vices of the Kali yoga were forgotten through his virtues and

talents. His magnanimity made him tender of the faults of others, and

his heroism was apparent to all, so that the LuJchshmi of the sovereigns

he subdued and destroyed with the weapons of his wrath, took him by

the hand. Great was his wealth, and unity characterised none of his

qualities or attributes.

The son of Ishwara Guha was Sridhara Sena who overcame

and silenced all the learned men of his age. He had the conviction

of his foes’ mortification and envy, because of his own power, wealth

generosity and magnanimity. With the gravity of deep learning, acquir-

ed by mastery of the sixty-four Yidyas, and by acquaintance with the

manners of many nations, he united cheerfulness and mildness, and by

nature he was gifted with humility. By the power of his bow he subdued

the pride of his enemies—his bow victorious in many battles. The

rajas, overcome by his skill in weapons, delighted in their subjection to

him. Dharuva Sena, the younger brother of Sridhara Sena, was

obedient to him, and prospered in wealth and honor, and rivalled the

kings of antiquity in his conduct : many affairs of great difficulty were

completed by him, and the friends he trusted and employed on great

occasions, were enriched by him. He was as a sanctified hero, devoting

himself to human actions ; such was his attention to the minutest studies.

Like Swayambhu (Menu) he was endowed with all attributes—pati-

ent in learning every branch of the sixty-four Yidyas. The resource of

all for counsel—beautiful as the spotless moon, and resplendent in power

as the ever-rising sun, darkness was dispelled from around him. He was

versed in the arts of peace and war—a deviser of schemes adapted to all

purposes and occasions, having been taught by the learned the two great

aims—to do good to the world, and to promote the exaltation of his king-

dom. Though powerful, he was compassionate and learned, and avoided

sin, and was firm in friendship with those who submitted, but prompt

to repress his enemies before their prosperity gained head, thereby

establishing over all people the ascendancy of a superior mind.

* This is the raja called Chara Griha by Mr. Wathen.

6 G
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The second son of Dharuva Sena was Sridhara Sena, very learned,

a king of kings, excelling in wealth ; whose forehead, worn and reddened

by the frequency of his obeisance to his father’s lily feet, looked as if

adorned with the crescent of the young moon. His ears were orna-

mented with pearls like moons, and his body was cleansed with ablution

from the waters of munificence, according to the precepts of the Vedas

which he never forgot. He gave delight to all, as a water-lily spreads

its fragrance, by abstaining from the resumption of grants. His bow

was drawn for the good of the universe, and he excelled in archery.

The leaders of his enemies’ armies,,immediately on his mounting his

war elephants, yielded submission to his orders.

The beautiful kingdom of Valabhadra came next to Dharuva Sena,

son of Siladitya, who was brother of Skidhara’s grandfather, as a

prize-wreath conferred by public opinion, and was to him an ensign

of fame. He was the master of many armies, beautiful in person,

sincere and young, and with his hair resplendent with gems, casting

radiance over liis courtiers, like the flower manddra. His fame, bright

as the full moon, delighted the hearts of all, and his lily feet were

placed on white marble. He promoted the fortunes of his friends, was

sincere in heart, and good to all. His face was like the autumn moon,

and his hair like the streaks in an emerald. His enemies were

humbled, and the kings opposed to him found their territory invaded,

and were indebted to his bounty for the moderation of the tribute he de-

manded
; by the fragrance of his breath the air which others breathe was

perfumed ; from his ears precious stones of various colours were pen-

dent, like jewelled ornaments upon the volumes of sacred learning. On
his breast he wore a jewel, like the sprouting shoot of his youth wa-

tered by the sanctity of his munificent donations. His elder brother

was Ishwara Guha, whose person was embraced by Lukshmi for

the promotion of his good fortune, who excelled all rajas in conduct

and in fame, who with the wand of his power destroyed the serpent of

his enemies’ pride, and gained over the Lukshmi of other kings who

admired him, who restrained crime, and adorned the earth with the

lofty ensigns of his power, and settled the customs of the four great

castes. His lily feet are adorned with the crown jewels of prostrate

chiefs, subdued by love rather than by force. A refuge to all in battle,

brave, and in all things virtuous, performing all the duties of royalty,

and amongst them the liberal distribution of gifts to brahmans, and to

the temples of the gods, from the wealth in his possession, which is to

them a source of great delight. The earth was enlightened with the

fame he gained by his munificence to gods and brahmans of the Ka-
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Jinga families, who were deprived of their Dharmculwajja (flag of virtue)

which was white as pure pearls, and the people of the three regions shed

tears of joy. The other name of Dharuva Sena was Dharmaditya,

a name given to him only for his virtue.

The said prince* (Dharuva Sena) inheritor of his father’s fortunes,

whose dalliance is with fame as with a wife, and whose crown jewel is like

the crest of a peacock, who adorns the royal Lukshmi as a lion adorns

the forests on the mountain side, and scatters his enemies as the rainy

season dissolves clay ; whose friends’ countenances expand for joy like

water-lilies, while the flags of his enemies are dispersed like clouds

;

powerful, diligent, of spirit like the rising sun, the destroyer of his

enemies, son of Siladitya, the elder brother of Isuwara Guha, who

enlightens the earth with his fame like a moonbeam, and who, smearing

his body with sandal-wood dust, is beautiful like the Vindhya cloud-capped

mountain, proclaims to all : Be it known to all of you, that for his father’s

and mother’s virtue’s sake, he, the said son of Siladitya, has presented

to the brahman Ladhulla, son of the brahman Sanda, a religious

student, venerable, acquainted with the four Vedas, who lives in the

villages situated near the hill fountains, the fertile field called Varunam

Bilika Vakkara Kadaraka, situated near another field, and on the

road, southwest of the village named Dya Palli, having had the same

measured by Hipidaka with a measuring rope. The field is divided

into six portions.

(Here follows a minute description of the boundaries, which need not

be given.)

The above land, with its tanks and hillocks,being of the measure of half

a kshetra, is to be enjoyed in full property as a perpetual inheritance by

the said Ladhulla, his sons and posterity for ever, so long as the sun,

the moon, the earth, the rivers, and the mountains shall endure. It is

productive land and capable of rearing valuable grain.

Let not the hands of the king’s servants touch it, nor let any one

claim it on the part of the gods and brahmans by whom it was hereto-

fore possessed.

“ To give land,” &c. &c., (here follows the usual quotation in favor

of donors and in execration of resumers of grants.)

This grant is executed by order of Dharuva Sena, son of the

king Siladitya, by his faithful servant for peace or war, keeper of his

* The word for prince in the original is Sailaditya, which I am assured is a

legitimate patronymic from Siladitya. It is evident that Dharuva, the son

of Siladitya, is meant from the closing sentence of the grant.

6 g 2
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treasury, Madana Hila, son of Skanna Bhatta, in the year Sum-

but 365 (A. D. 309) on the first day of the light half of the month

of Bysakh.

On the seal, Sri' Bhatarka under a bull, as in Mr. Wathen’s
grant, for which see vol. IV. page 475.

VI .—Information regarding Illanoon Pirates. By Captain Blake,

H. M. S. Larne.

In the course of the past year, Capt. Stanley, H. M. S. Wolf with

the Diana steamer in company, fell in with a fleet of pirates in the act

of attacking some Chinese trading vessels, and having rescued these,

the steamer followed, and by its rapid pursuit and well-directed fire

captured and destroyed several of the pirates. The prisoners taken

on this occasion were carried to Singapore for trial, and the Malays

were convicted and executed, the facts being such as to prove that the

fleet attacked had committed more than one act of piracy, before

the British vessels fell in with it. But amongst the prisoners were

some Illanoons, and it appearing that many of these pirate vessels were

of that nation, the Recorder who tried the case would not pass sentence of

death upon them, owing to some doubts which arose, as to whether they

might not be acting under commission from the Sooltan of Sooloo,

or from some other recognised prince of that part of the Archipelago.

Very little information was procurable as to the political character and

circumstances of these lllanoons. But they were not wholly unknown,

for in the year 1822 it was this same class of pirates who attacked the

Seafoicer, and Mr. Fullerton, then governor of P. W. Island, was

disposed to have sent an expedition for their chastisement, but was

restrained by the government of Bengal. There is also an imperfect

mention of this race in Mr. Moor’s recent compilation of notices re-

garding the Indian Archipelago, which contains the intelligence col-

lected by Mr. Hunt regarding the Sooloo Islands in 1814 : but the

information procurable was altogether so defective, that it was deter-

mined to take the occasion of any one of H. M. vessels of war pro-

ceeding to the vicinity, to ascertain further particulars regarding

them. Captain Blake, of H. M. S. Larne, found the opportunity

of mailing the desired inquiries, and the following report from

that officer is the result. It has been communicated by His

Excellency the Naval Commander-in-Chief to the Governor General,

and by His Lordship’s orders is made available for publication in

this journal.
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To Sir Frederick L. Maitland, K. C. B.

Rear Admiral and Commander-in-Chief.

Sir,

In compliance with your memorandum of this day’s date, to “ report

to you any information I may have been able to obtain during my stay

at Manilla, respecting the state of piracy in the Sooloo Sea," I beg

to inform you, that on the arrival at Manilla, about two days before my
departure, of some Singapore papers, containing the particulars that

transpired at the trial of the “ Illanoon” pirates at Singapore, lately

captured by Her Majesty’s sloop Wolf and the Honorable Company’s

steamer Diana off Tringana, I sought an interview with Don Jose

Arconi a post captain in the Spanish royal navy, and Don Villa-

sicenzis his assistant, two officers who have been employed for some

years in watching and suppressing piracy amongst the southern group

of the Philippine Islands and Sooloo Sea, and I may observe that the

former officer, while I was at Manilla

,

received his promotion from

Spain for his exertions on this service.

It appeared from their statements, that the “ Illanos,” as they call them,

are a distinct race of people, inhabiting the line of coast comprised within

the bight of the bay of that name in the island of Mindanao, the shore of

which is there one continued line of mangroves and swamp, and which soon

communicates with an immensely extensive inland lake. This lake they

consider as their stronghold and their home, and these people are

termed by the Spaniards “ Los Illanos de la Laguna.” Here they

build and repair their prahus, which they convey to and from the sea by

means of ways or platforms constructed of bamboo and ratan and placed

on the unsolid surface of the mangrove roots and branches, over which

their prahus are hauled to and fro. On this lake too they have their

wives or females in the prahus, in which they live, and in short, here

they carry on all intercourse with each other as an insulated and dis-

tinct community. Born and bred in a life of piracy, they look on it merely

as a means of living, and not as a criminal occupation. For this reason

they meet with nothing that escapes their attack in the shape of native

vessels of those seas ; but I was especially assured, and all accounts seem

to confirm it, that they are quick and intelligent in the extreme, in dis-

criminating and instantly avoiding a canvas sail, or any vessel of Euro-

pean appearance ; and so dexterous are they, that they in a moment

lower mast and sail, and are hauled in among the mangrove shores with

which the innumerable islands thereabouts abound ; and though the

Man ilia government maintains a constant establishment at different points

of Mindanao, especially at Samboongan, it is but rarely that their
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falucas, or (gun-boat launches) succeed in capturing any of the “ Illa-

nos.” Two of them however were surprised and secured in the early

part of this year, and their crews amounting together to about sixty

were in prison at Manilla. As they were not captured in any act of

piracy they are merely kept as prisoners, but what their ultimate des-

tination may be I know not.

The distance to which the “ Illanos” extend their cruizes is shewn from

the late capture off Tringana

:

but I was much surprised, when pointing

this out on the chart to the Spanish officers abovementioned, at their

assuring me, that they had no doubt the pirates made their round south

of Borneo to the coast of Siam ; that there is a pirate tribe on the north

end of Borneo
, daring and atrocious as themselves, between whom and

the “ Illanos” exists, and always has existed, a most deadly and unex-

tinguishable enmity, and that the latter will never pass by the northern

route. If these two tribes of depredators do meet, a most sanguinary

conflict ensues, and I was assured, that either of them will even quit

their plunder to attack the other, and thus prefer the gratification of

feelings of hatred and hostility. The object from which the “ Illanos”

derive their principal booty in their cruizes, is the captives they make

and sell on all parts of the eastern and southern coasts of Borneo, and

in the Macassar straits. To this they principally direct their attention,

after they have supplied themselves with a sufficient number to pull at

the oar and do the other work of their prahus.

They seldom cumber themselves with any thing from the cargo of a

capture, save gold dust or other valuable goods.

Though other descriptions of pirates infest those seas, the “ Illanos”

are always known from the peculiar construction and dexterous manage-

ment of their prahus. A drawing of one of them was shewn to me,

which minutely corresponded with the description given of the one cap-

tured off Tringana.

It has been supposed that these “ Illanos” are subject to and act

under the directions of the raja of Sooloo, but I was most positively

assured by the Spanish officers mentioned above, as also by His Excel-

lency Don Andres Garcia Camber, governor of Manilla, that such

is not the case. Captain Don Jose Arconi has had some communica-

tion with the raja of Sooloo, and is acquainted with his situation, his

means and his habits. He assured me that the raja had neither means,

power, nor influence over these “ Illanos that they are a race purely

piratical, of a distinct community of wild ranging predatory habits,

dependent on no one, and acknowledging no external authority. It is

true they frequent the island of Sooloo as they please, quite unmolested,
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and without hindrance, as well as the other innumerable islands and

man°rove banks (called by us the Soofoo islands), supposed to be sub-

ject to the raja’s sovereignty. One of these, called “ Bong een ghee,"

eastward of Sooloo, is a principal resort for them, as it affords conveni-

ence and facility for their piratical pursuits. It is principally mangrove

growing upon coral banks, and is well calculated for protection and

secure concealment.

I was informed by Don Jose Arconi, that he had witnessed at one

time nearly two hundred “ Illano” prahus, great and small, off this is-

land, and on attempting to chase them with his “ Falucas,” they out-

stripped all pursuit, and disappeared in the most extraordinary manner,

dousing masts and sails, and taking refuge among the mangroves.

He compared these haunts to extensive nests, or banks of rats, where

they can fly from one refuge to another, and which no means, we Euro-

peans here possess, could ever succeed in annihilating.

The island of JBaselan, I wras also informed, is a common resort of

the “ Illanos,” and some of its inhabitants are pirates from their birth,

and it is not unusual for them to identify themselves with the “ Illanos.”

Although the whole Sooloo group is subject to visits from them from

time to time during their cruizes, they are in the habit, of resorting to

no other fixed points except “ Baselan” and “ Bang een ghee," the

first of which is an island of very, considerable size. They generally

obtain their supplies of ammunition, &c. by trafficking with places of

their acquaintance, which are in communication with the various small

Dutch settlements on the coast of Borneo and the islands.

The boldness and audacity of the “ Illanos” cannot well be exagge-

rated. They have been knowm to enter the bay of Manilla, passing the

signal station on the island of Corregidor, where two gun-boats are

generally stationed, and to capture boats or small vessels within the bay.

This I believe was proved on the late trial by two boys, who were

captured by them in a boat off Cavite, about eight miles from the city

of Manilla. From the “ Laguna" which they inhabit in Mindanao,

they have been kno^n not unfrequently to push a passage in their pra-

hus out to the northward by a small river which runs from the lake into

the sea at “ Cay-gain,” where there is a Spanish settlement, a fort,

and always a company of soldiers, whose random fire from musketry,

after they have got clear, they have ridiculed by loud shouts and

wild yells of defiance. If they have reason to suspect that a par-

ticular look-out is kept for them when on their passage to seaward

by the Spanish falucas stationed at Samboangan and its neighbourhood,

their quickness and penetration are incredible. They will move their
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prahus with caution along the edge of the mangrove banks by

night, even for ever so short a distance, and haul them into an

impenetrable concealment ere the dawn of day, and at last gain their

object by persevering in their progress night after night, while look-

outs are kept constantly on the edge of the mangrove banks unseen

during the day.

The Spanish officers confessed to me, that their attempts to capture

them were almost uniformly foiled by their quickness, cunning and

sagacity ; and strange as it may seem, these extraordinary marauders,

acknowledged foes to all they meet, through the advantage of locality,

their own adroitness, the peculiar construction of their prahus, and

other natural circumstances so favorable to their lawless pursuits,

maintain in spite of every thing a constant intercourse with their home
the Laguna, almost without interruption.

It may not be irrelevant here to mention, that a treaty (so called)

was concluded between the raja of Sooloo and the late acting governor

of Manilla, Salazar, about two or three years since; this treaty

is however proverbially ridiculed at Manilla, as having been made with

an individual ignorant of the faith or meaning of a treaty, a mere

cypher, nominally a raja, but possessing no control over his subjects

who regard not his authority and yield him no allegiance. This may

tend to confirm the assurances made, me, that the raja of Sooloo pos-

sesses not a shadow of power or influence over the community of the

“ Illano” pirates.

The foregoing details are recited from memory, but are the true

substance of information I gathered, during a long verbal communi-

cation, over charts, with the two very intelligent Spanish naval officers

before mentioned : and though they may not throw much additional

light on the information already abroad on the subject of piracy in the

Sooloo sea, they certainly tend to confirm, or explain some remarkable

points of the evidence, that transpired during the late trial of the

“ Illano” pirates at Singapore.

I have, &c.

(Signed) J. J. Blake,

Her Majesty's Sloop Larne, ^ Commander.

Toong-koo Bay, 13th Aug. 1838. J
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VII.-

—

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the 5th December, 1838.

Present.

The Right Rev. Lord Bishop of Calcutta, V. P. in the Chair.

Messrs. H. T. Prinsep, Ewart, Hare, Col. D. McLeod, Captain Pem-
berton, Major Gregory, Lieut. Montriou, Dr. Evans, Dr. McClel-
land, Dr. Spry, visitor, and Dr. W. B. O Shaughnessy, Officiating

Secretary.

The proceedings of the last meeting were read and confirmed. The
Secretary rose to return thanks to the Society for the honor conferred on
him by his nomination as one of their Secretaries during the absence of

Mr. James Prinsep. He also informed the meeting, that pursuant to the

arrangement made with Mr. Malan for conducting the duties in the

Oriental Department, they would carry on a new series of the Journal of
the Asiatic Society, after the current year.

Dr. Goodeve and Mr. R. O’Shaughnessy were proposed by the Secre-

tary, seconded by Capt. Pemberton.

Read a letter from Professor Ottoman Frank of Munich, acknowledg-

ing his election as an honorary member.

Read the following extract of a letter from Major Troyer to the ad-

dress of Mr. James Prinsep.

“ Paris 31 Rue de la Madeleine, 15 July, 1838.
“ My dear Prinsep,
“ I had the pleasure of writing to you a month ago in answer to the most valuable

account which you gave me of what has been done by you with respect to the copying
of the Vedas for the French, and communicated to Mr. Salvandy, the minister of
Public Instruction. In answer to it, he ordered that an annual sum of 1500 francs
be sent to you, (James Prinsep,) until the completion of the whole work, that
is until the whole mass of Vedas be copied. You will undoubtedly receive an
epistle from him on the subject. This will be the continuation of a great trouble
to you, but I have the pleasure of assuring you that the service which you render by
it to all. those who take an interest in Sanskrit literature and in Indian antiquities

will be duly appreciated. Be pleased to correspond upon the matter as hitherto

with me, and I will not fail to be your faithful reporter to the French minister of
Public Instruction. I am forwarding to you with this a letter from Burnouf,
who will, among many other things, tell you, that the decoration of the legion of

honor is to be offered to Mr. Hodgson of Nepaul, as an acknowledgment of the
trouble which he took in procuring and sending to Paris important Sanskrit manu-
scripts belonging to Buddhism, which religion appears to grow every day in extent
and antiquity. You will be very sorry to hear of Jacciuet’s death, at the age of
twenty-eight years. You will be able to judge yourself what hopes have been buried
with that learned and uncommonly active young man.
“ Burnouf is beginning to priut the Bhagavat purana with a French translation.

You will, before the arrival of this letter, have received a large chest of books sent

you by Mr. Cassin, Agent to the Asiatic Society of Paris. I can but recommend
you once more to send your Journal, and every oriental work to be sold, directly to

Paris, addressed to Mr. Cassin, Agent de la Societd Asiatique de Paris, llue de
Casanni, No. 12. The sale will be effected better than it can be in any other way,
for it is not easy to a great number of persons on the continent who may wish to

buy oriental works, to procure them from London, whilst they may easily get them
from, or in, Paris.’’

(Signed)

6 h
A. Troyer.
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Read extracts of a letter from M. Garcin de Tassy, dated Marseilles,

11th September, 1838, acknowledging receipt of catalogue of Arabic,

Persian and Oordoo works belonging to the Asiatic Society. M. de

Tassy’s letter gave cover to a prospectus of his work on Hindustani lite-

rature. The prospectus with a list of subscribers is printed in the number

of the Journal of the Society for November.

Read extracts of letters from M. E. Bdrnoup, Secretary, Asiatic Society

of Paris, in acknowledgment of several numbers of the Journal of the

Asiatic Society.

Read an application from Herambanath Thakoor, applying for an

increase of his salary.

Resolved, that the application be referred to the Committee of Finance

to settle the amount.

On the suggestion of the President, seconded by the Secretary, Mr. W.
Grant was proposed a member of the Statistical Committee.

In pursuance of a letter addressed to the Society by Mr. Secretary

Macnaghten, read on the 10th October last, regarding the interchange

of publications with his Highness the Pasha of Egypt, the Secretary ap-

prized the meeting that he had forwarded a set of all the Arabic publica-

tions printed by the Society to his Highness the Pasha of Egypt, and like-

wise certain Arabic books selected by Mr. Prinsep and purchased by

Government for the use of the institutions established by his Highness.

Library.

The following books were presented.

On the primary forces of electricity, by Richard Laming, M. R. S .~ by the
Author.

Proceedings of the Geological Society, Vol. II. No. 56— by the Society.

Notice surdes Vetements avee des Inscriptions Arabes, Parsanes et Hindustani,
par M. Garcin de Tassy—by the Author.

Meteorological Registers for September and October, 1838—by the Surveyor
General.
Lardner’s Cabinet Cyclopedia—History of England, Vol. 8—from the booksellers.

The officiating Secretary laid before the meeting a printed list of the

Members of the Society, prepared by Mr. James Prinsep.

Resolved, that the copies be distributed among the Members.

Read a letter from the Right Rev. John Lewis, Bishop of Isauropolis

and Vicar Apostolic of Bengal, forwarding a copy of his publication of the

Cocliin-Chinese and Latin and Anamitan Dictionary, and requesting the

Society to apply to Government for 100 copies of the Anamitan part of

the work, besides the 100 copies already offered by the Author.

Resolved, that an application be made to Government for the purchase

of the additional copies, as requested by the Bishop of Isauropolis.

Literary and Antiquities.

Read a letter from Captain F. Dashwood, Assistant Secretary to the

Military Board, intimating that the principal commissary of ordnance has

been requested to send the Buddhist stone pillar, on its arrival from Delhi,
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to the Society, being a present announced at the meeting held on the 7th

February last, from the Maha Rajah Hindu Raw.
Read a letter from H. T. Prinsep, Esq., Secretary to the Government

of India, forwarding copies of the Inscription and a tin roll of the remaining

facsimiles of Girnar.

Read extracts of letters from M. Eugene Burnoup, Secretary to the

Royal Asiatic Society of Paris, to Mr. James Prinsep, dated Paris 15th

May, 1838. M. Burnoup notifies the despatch of copies of his commentaries
on the Gaina, and of the first and second parts of his Memoirs sur les in-

scriptions cunecformes. The price of the Gaina is 65 frs
;
of the inscrip-

tions 20 frs. M. Burnoup then writes

—

“ 1 have just seen in your Journal the proposal to publish lithographs of the caves
of Western India; I beg to be added to the list of subscribers for a work of such
high interest, and one which ought to be imitated in all parts of India. It is scarce-
ly comprehensible that the ancient monuments of a country so entirely subject to
your government should have been so much neglected. Daniell’s views are im-
ineasureably too dear, and are not sufficiently comprehensive.
“ I have seen your (charmant travail) on the famous Pali inscription. The fact

is of the highest importance, and you have acquitted yourself so as to deserve the
utmost honour. Doubtless some difficulties still remain, of which I think the most
serious is the name of the king of Ceylon. But other inscriptions will probably
annihilate this difficulty

; you are now in the high road of discovery and we have
every thing to hope from your persevering and prosperous efforts. We are far
from making such swift and brilliant progress. We want monuments aud have
philology alone to study. Still even in this there is room for discovery in all that
concerns religion, philosophy and literature—although even such must yield in
striking interest to historical disclosures. The task of commentary and interpreta-
tion of the ancient texts is tedious and dry, but it must be persevered in. We must
be supported by the hope, that these ancient words and forgotten forms may be
found again on monuments and coins, and thus lead to the understanding of these
valuable remnants of a venerable antiquity.
“ The Mahabharat still prospers. I induce ‘ tout le monde’ to purchase copies, by

affirming positively (which I believe to be true) that in 10 years this fine monument
of antiquity will not be procurable. The truly remarkable sale of this work is a
certain unequivocal indication to your Society of the duties it has to discharge, and
which are expected from it by the learned of Europe— doubtless you will not find

purchasers for every Vade mecum and every work in Sanskrit, Arabic, Hindi, and
Bengali which your translators may convert from the English; but I assure you that
you will dispose of the Mahabharat, however voluminous it may prove, and that you
would ere this have exhausted the Vedas and Puranas, if you, or rather the former
Committee, had undertaken them instead of the Mitakchara and similar short trea-

tises on law, which will very soon find no readers in Europe. But in the great pro-

ductions of ancient thought—in the vast monuments of Indian genius, in such there

is immense interest. Despite of the progress of industrialism, (I mean no offence

to Mr. Trevelyan,) Europe will read the Mahabharat, the Vedas and Puranas,
unless your scheme of lithographing these works should fail to be carried into effect.

Lithograph the Veda and you will gain immortal glory. If this enterprise, like the

former, requires you to make some advances of funds, you may be convinced they

will very soon be covered and more than that. Look to the Mahabharat t Instead

of 100 copies, lithograph twice that number. If you cannot do so for the Vedas,
which I would bitterly regret, let us at all events have the Ramayana, the 18 pura-

nas, the codes of Narada Vrihasputi, Vishnu, Saukhas Lekola, Slialashada. Yadma
Valkya, with good commentaries on the great metaphysical treatises of Vrimansa,
Sankya, Vedanta Nyayoan, the rituals and the Upanichada, &c. &c.”

Extract of a letter from M. Burnouf, dated 12th July, 1838.

“ M. Jacqcet died the day before yesterday of a disease of the chest. He was
but 28 years of age. This is a real loss : he was a highly informed, most sagacious

man, well skilled in Sanskrita and Chinese. His illness scarcely abated his zeal.

He was writing in fact half an hour before his death.

6 h 2
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“ We expect impatiently the arrival of the 3rd volume of the Maliabharat which, as

I see with great pain, occasions you some pecuniary loss. We are taking every

possible step to sell the work ; in general there is a considerable demand for Sanskrit

publications, provided they are ancient and complete. Still this demand is not

equal to that for the Romances of Lord Byron, and I fear no one will make a fortune

by Sanskrit impressions. But it would be painful to think that the little success of

the Maliabharat should prevent your publishing other works, such as the Puranas,

&c. &c. Send a prospectus with terms. We will obtain some subscribers, and

when the work is completed, additional copies will doubtless be disposed of.”

(Signed) Eugene Burnocf.

Museum.

Read a letter from Mr. T. Church, stating that the hows and arrows

presented in his name by Mr. J. P. Grant at a meeting of the Society

held on the 1st August, were not from Penang, but from natives of the

great Andaman.

Read a letter from Lieut. M. Kittoe, requesting to know the salary

of the person employed by the Society to go with him in his survey of

the Raepur road in the forests of Orissa, for the purpose of preparing

specimens of Natural History for the Museum, and also applying for an

advance of his salary for one month, which was paid by order of the Pre-

sident. The advance was sanctioned by the meeting.

Dr. O'Shaughnessy stated that the specimen Malacca bell, presented by

Mr. Lewis at the last meeting, contained neither gold nor silver and was

composed of tin and copper in the ordinary proportions of bell-metal.

Extract of a letter from C. B. Greenlaw, Esq. to the same, with

remarks on the subject by Mr. McClelland.
“ Referring to the article at page 65 of the Asiatic Journal for January last, I

some time since noticed to Mr. Jas. Prinsep the existence within the volcanic belt

in the map of what is called the swatch of no ground, which, by the late survey
of the sea face of the Sbonderbuns, which includes the northern part of the swatch,
would appear to be in the form of a deep crater

; and it would be interesting if its

margin could be traced throughout its course, which I will ask Capt. Lloyd to do if

he can. The purport, however, of my now writing is to send you a piece of rock just
taken from the bottom of the H. C. barque Amherst, which, on her late passage from
Khouk Phyoo, struck on the Terribles, and brought away this piece. These rocks, the
Terribles, are also within the belt marked in the map, and to my inexperienced judg-
ment the rock seems to be of a peculiar character.
“ With regard to the swatch, it would seem from a subsequent note to the one

alluded to by Mr. Greenlaw (Prinsep’s Journal, 183S, p. 369), that Capt. Lloyd
has reason to suppose it is open to seaward. It is needless to say that any addition-
al information that can be obtained regarding so peculiar a phenomenon in the geology
of the coast, must possess the very highest degree of interest in a scientific point nf
view, and perhaps the best method of proceeding as occasions offer, would be to take
soundings in dillerent lines, so as to show the form of the basin aud the inclinations

of its sides.
“ The specimen of rock from the Terribles is a sea green and rather soft sandstone,

corresponding in appearance with a very common formation that skirts the base of
some of the great mountain ranges in India

; its surface is harder than its internal
parts and of a brown color, deeply perforated by boring molluscs, and corroded by the
action of the sea- One part of the mass has somewhat of a nodular or concretionary
character, as if it had once been broken and reunited, but this may, probably be the
effect of corrosion. Viewed under a magnifier, it is seen to be chiefly composed of
augular granules of quartz, connected with greenish and black rounded particles,

the whole being a little coarser than the deposits now forming at the head of the
bay much nearer land. It is unquestionable therefore, that the Terribles are sedi-
mentary deposits, that must have taken place at greater depths than the reef now
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occupies. It is also certain, that unless there be some counteracting forces engaged,
the action of the waves together with that of the boring shell-fishes (Lithodomi and
a kind of Teredo

)

the danger of these rocks must be gradually diminishing. Hence
the importance in a scientific point of view of the accurate surveys of this coast now
in progress ;

for had such been made 100 years ago for instance, we should now be
able to learn the relative changes that may have since taken place between the levels

of the land and sea. No one knows any thing of the molluscs of the Bay of Bengal :

we cannot therefore tell what animal it is that has perforated the fragment of rock
thus accidentally brought away from the Terribles in the manner described, and
which must aid the operations of the waves materially in breaking down this

dangerous reef. I may take this opportunity of pointing out the identity of the
perforations in the submerged reef with those that have been formed under similar
circumstances in the sandstone of Cherra Ponji, and which may be seen in several

specimens of the latter rock now in the museum. To illustrate this subject still

farther, I may submit to-the Society a sample of the work of a Teredo which rapidly
devours trunks of trees and all woods that are cast on the shores of the Bay.

“ This last specimen I received from Dr. Cantor, the only naturalist who has
paid the slightest attention, that I am aware of, to the molluscs of the Bay; the
perforations in the wood are identical with those of the lithophagus teredo on the
rock, though neither animal has yet been described, but we may perhaps consider

the former to be the Teredo navalis or the T. Clava. Several similar animals are
however known to inhabit the seas within the tropics

;
but the fistulana that perforate

rocks, though in a geological point of view the most important of all, are not, I

believe, known but by their perforations.”

Extract of a letter, dated 7th November, 1838, from Captain G. C.

Armstrong to Mr. McClelland, accompanying a box of minerals which

are presented to the Society.

“ This station is in 22° 36' N., and 86° 40' E., nearly surrounded by hills, at

distances varying from 5 to 25 miles off. The soil in the cantonment, and to some
distance is clay (from the decomposition of felspar), mixed with small fragments of
quartz containing both iron and red oxide of manganese in large quantities

; the
surface is covered with a little vegetable mould.
“ The hills west 5 miles off are formed of large boulders of greenstone and

quartz
; to the south granite, greenstone, clinkstone, and small portions of white

marble; to the north mica slate in very large quantities, imbedded with schorl

in aggregate crystals. In the Roro river and its vicinity, slate, limestone, jasper,

quartz rock, and rock crystal are found.” Capt. Armstrong thinks there are also

indications of coal in this part of Singboom. Coal, I may remark, has recently been
observed by Dr. Dunbar of the same corps on the way from Ramgur to Ilazaree-

baugh, but it is probably that which was before observed by Mr. Drummond of the

latter place.”

Read the subjoined Report by the Curator on several objects of natural

history recently added to the Society’s collection.

Skeleton of the long-lipped bear, Ursus lubiatus, (Blainville.) Bradypus
ursinus,

( Shaw, ) presented by the Curator, under whose supervision it has been pre-
pared and artificially articulated for the museum.
Of the now several admitted subdivisions of the genus ursus, the present

individual ranks as one, and forms a perfectly distinct species from any of the
present known varieties; its geographical range being confined exclusively to
continental India—at least we are warranted in so limiting its distribution, no
accounts having as yet verified the existence of this animal in any of the tropical

forests of the Indian archipelago, or in fact in any other parts of the globe—until

future discoveries prove the contrary, it may therefore with propriety be regarded as
one of the natural zoological productions peculiar to India proper

;
and were not the

specific name ‘ labiatus’ 'so well applied as a systematic denomination in illustrat-

ing one of its most prominent distinguishing features, the employment of the topical

name 1 Indicus ’ would, in my humble opinion, be much more appropriate than on
the many ordinary occasions where it is given.
Although our animal may probably differ from those of cold climates in some

minor points, it nevertheless possesses all the generic characters of the typical

bears, and is the nondescript animal, and again the ursine sloth of early zoological
writers.
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This being the only skeleton of any kind of bear at present in the Society’s col-
lection, I am unable to make any comparative remarks, or trace out the specific
peculiarities, if any exist, with regard to its ossipic structure. The bones on the
whole are strong and powerful ; and though not yet arrived at maturity, as shewn
by the still unconnected state of the epiphisses, they indicate by the full display
of the large eminences and depressions for the origin and insertion of massive
muscular levers, that the fabric belongs to an ungainly and thickset animal. Inde-
pendent however of its clumsy appearance, the general contour exhibits a fine
adjustment of its several parts to the well known peculiarities and habits of the
living animal, while the structure and organization of the foot marks it a 3 a type
of the plantigrade order—in this respect differing—and offering a fine contrast to
the more agile feline carnivora—which are again the types or representatives of the
more perfect digitigrades, the toes only touching in the latter, while in the bears
the whole heel rests perpetually upon the surface of the ground.
The dentary system is perfect in all its parts ; the jaws containing six incisors

above and below, the absence of which in the generality of crania which are trans-
mitted to Europe, and which generally fall out at an early period of life, must have
led to the error of associating the animal with the Edentates or Sloths. The series
of well-defined tubercular molars, together with the anatomical structure of the
stomach and alimentary canal, would seem better fitted for vegetable than animal
matter, though I have no doubt this animal occasionally eats the latter; it is well
known however, that bulbous roots, sugar-cane, and white ants, are the uatural and
principal food of this our Indian variety of bear.

It is to be regretted that the animal was received in a too advanced state of de-
composition to admit of a very critical examination of its internal organization,
much less of allowing the digestive apparatus to be preserved as specimens of com-
parative auatomy.

Presented by the late Mr. Bell, with the following short note, descriptive of its

habits while in his possession.
“ This (I suppose the real Gazelle) was as tame as a dog, jumping upon every

one at table. We have had it as a domestic pet about a month, but could never
hit upon its proper food. Grain it was indifferent about, and would hardly toueh,

any thing but dates, dressed vegetables and roses, all which had a tendency to give

it a bowel complaint : nevertheless it was recovering fast, when it unfortunately got
into an enclosure where some large antelopes were kept, and was found bleeding
about the abdomen. I fear it must have received some severe hurt from their horns.
I now send it dead.”—October 29th.

At present I have not been able to identify this delicate and graceful little

animal with any of the recognized species of the group to which it evidently

belongs.
The specimen is a young female, characterized by rudimentary horns, want of the

usual development of the suborbitar sinuses peculiar to the deer tribe, having
tnfts of hair below the knees and on the pasterns, possessing inguinal pores, two
mammae, besides the other distinguishing marks on the face, ears aud flanks,

peculiar to the gazelline group ; but on comparing these most prominent features

with those assigned to the several species included under the gazelles in Griffith’s
translation of the Regne auimal, it does not strictly accord in all of its specific or
even in some of its subordinate characters with any one there described. I have
consequently left it for future scrutiny rather than hazard an incorrect name.
As it is not known from what exact locality it was obtained, and the generic

characters being less prominently set forth in the females of most animals than in

the other sex, it must be reserved till we are fortunate enough to procure the male
animal ere its place in systematic arrangement can be accurately determined. Its

death appears to have been occasioned by swallowing a long piece of woollen yarn, as

a large coil of this material was found in the cavity of the stomach, and which must
have offered a mechanical resistance to any food passing on through the natural

passages.
Stomach and caecum of the above animal—the former showing the usual com-

plicated digestive apparatus peculiar to the Ruminantia.
Aquila Chruseetos. The ring-tailed Eagle

(
variety)

;
presented by the curator and

mounted in the museum.
This magnificent bird was shot by a native shikaree at Tarduh, a village in the

vicinity of the salt-water lake. It is a large and powerful raptorial bird, possessing
all the distinguishing and characteristic traits ascribed to the true eagles ; and
though evidently an old bird, it becomes a highly interesting object for comparison
with a young living bird, apparently of the same species, in the Society’s compound,

Antelope, 9 Gazelle.
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and which with another bird, since escaped, was presented by Mr. Homfray, of
Calcutta, who reared them from nestlings.

Noctua Cuculoides. The cuckoo-owl, figured and described in Gould’s elaborate
century of the Himalayan birds.

Phcenicura leucocephala. The white-headed Phcenicura, male and female.
Charadruis pluvialis. The Golden Plover, male and female.

Chloropsis Malabaricus. Malabar Chloropsis, (Jardine and Selby’s Illustrations)

—differing in some slight particulars (probably merely sexual) from the Cyanopterus
of Nipal, a specimen of which was sent by Mr. Hodgson to the Society’s musuem,
and again from a living variety now in the possession of the Curator, the habitat of
which is Monghir.

Cinnyris Gouldice. Gould’s Sun-bird.

This beautiful little bird, which unfortunately is not a very good specimen, is

named after the accomplished artist Mrs. Gould, by whom the century is delineated,

and is the only one of the kind in the Society’s cabinet. It formed a part of Cap-
tain Pemberton’s collection of birds from Bootan.

Fuliyulu Rufina. The Crested black pochard, male and female.

Replacing an inferior specimen of the male bird, already in the Society’s museum.
Mareca Pcecilorhynchus. The Spotted -billed Wigeon male.

Mareca ? Wigeon. Unidentified for want of the male.

Fuligula Caryophyllacea. The Pink-necked duck. Replacing a bad specimen in

the cabinet.

Fulica Atra. Common Coot, male and female.

Macroramphus ? long beak.

Although only one species (the M. Orisons') of this genus appears to be known,
neither the plumage of our present specimen or the one already occupying a place

in the Society’s museum and ticketed Grisens, and which are both alike, agree with
its description. I therefore withhold the trivial name, until I am fully satisfied

of its identity with Grisens, or find it to be what I suspect it is—a totally unde-
scribed bird.

Charadrius Arenaria. Sanderling, male and female. Corresponding with speci-

mens from China.

Tringa ? Sand-piper, male and female.

Recurvirostra Avocefta. Common Avocet.

A young bird of the first year procured from the Calcutta bazar, where they are
occasionally brought with wild fowl.

Columba Gouldice. China-tippeted Pigeon.

Dacelo ? Kingfisher.

Apparently an undescribed bird, brought by Dr. Helfer from the Tenasserim
provinces, and found in woods in the interior perched upon high trees. The ground
color of the bird is deep ferruginous, marked with broad transverse black bands.
Bill and feet scarlet.

Bucia Nipalensis. Nipal Bucia, male.
Falco Ccerulescens. Corulescent Hawk, from the Tenasserim provinces

; only
one met with near Tavoy. It is very bold and pursues small birds. The natives
assured Dr. Helfer that it is equally distributed throughout the country.

Dicrurus Malabaricus. Malabar Shrike.

Cymberhynchus ? Broad Bill,

from the Tenasserim provinces, and gregative in the forests near Tavoy.
Sciurus Macrourus. Large-tailed Squirrel.

Paradoxurus—Indicus.

Cranium of the Ovis Aries—or Patna variety presented by the Curator.

The officiating Secretary presented the Report and documents of the

Statistical Committee, and stated that the President of the Society was of

opinion that it would be inexpedient to publish these papers in the

separate form recommended by the Committee.

After some discussion, in which Dr. Spry and Mr. Ewart advocated

publication in a separate form, the question was referred to the Committee

of Papers.
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